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1 Introduction
The Large Area X-ray Spectroscopy (LAXS) mission concept study continues to
evolve strongly following the merging of the LAXS mission with the Next Generation
X-ray Observatory (NGXO, PI: Nick White) into the re-named High Throughput X-
ray Spectroscopy (HTXS) Mission. HTXS retains key elements of the LAXS proposal,
including the use of multiple satellites for risk-reduction and cost savings.
A key achievement of the program has been the recommendation by the Structure
and Evolution of the Universe (SEUS) (April 1997) for a new start for the HTXS
mission in the 2000-2004 timeframe.
2 Progress
Progress has been made in a number of areas of the HTXS technology study. In
addition, we outline a few of the trade studies that have been initiated or continued,
the results of the Workshop supported by this grant, and summarize the revitalized
Web site.
One of the key efforts over the past year was the development and refinement of
the HTXS Technology Roadmap document. This document points the way for the
near-term development efforts that must be undertaken to ensure mission success,
at affordable cost. An essential feature of the Roadmap was the concept of cost-
minimization and risk-mitigation. For each of the key technology development areas,
we bench-marked the current status of the field, identified key directions for technol-
ogy investment, provided metrics to be utilized for the study, denoted programmatic
milestones tied to the HTXS mission study timeline, and developed success crite-
ria for each development area. The Technology Roadmap document is included as
Appendix C of this report.
In addition to developing the Technology Roadmap document, a technology review
was presented to the SEU Technology Working Group on March 11-12, 1997. The
agenda for this presentation is given in Appendix B, and the presentation materials
are included as Attachment 1.
SAO continues to oversee and advise on a variety of the technology development
efforts, as summarized below:
2.1 Technology Development Efforts
• Mirror shell materials & processes: SAO continues to work closely with MSFC
(Jim Bilbro's optics group) and Prof. Oberto Citterio (OAB, Italy) to develop
lightweight replicated optics. Efforts are directed along two lines: development
of lightweight shells that can be produced directly on an optical quality mandrel
(ie., thin nickel shells and alumina shells) as well as development of lightweight
"carrier" shells (ie, silicon carbide and alumina) that can be bonded to the X-
ray reflective surface. SAO and MSFC hold bi-weekly telecons that have been
expanded to include GSFC participants. A series of the nickel shells have under-
gone X-ray testing, we are awaiting the test results. Contacts have been made
with industry, and contracts are being negotiated, to produce demonstration
SiC and alumina shells.
Optics error budgets: Initial error budgets have been developed from the
system perspective, and include terms for fabrication, assembly, metrology, and
in-orbit effects (eg., thermal, vibration, positioning accuracy). SAO has worked
closely with MSFC to refine the error budget for the development efforts on the
thin nickel shell mirrors.
Stray light requirements: SAO has taken the lead at developing the stray-
light requirements for HTXS. The study has a critical impact on the overall
design of the spacecraft, requiring a light "close-out" instead of an open optical
bench.
2.2 Trade Studies
Trade studies have been initiated or continue in the following areas, among others:
Extendable optical bench concepts: SAO and GSFC are currently studying
several different extendable bench concepts, including mission-unique designs as
well as more general structures available from industry.
Mirror shell lengths: A nominal 600mm length for the soft X-ray optics was
used for the initial design concept. Increasing this length to lm has the poten-
tial advantages of greater stiffness (enabling higher angular resolution), lower
weight, fewer shells, and easier assembly. The tradeoff includes the question of
ease of fabrication of lm mandrels, use of two-part joined mandrels, and the
cost associated with each of these approaches.
Number of launch vehicles: A trade was re-opened on the optimum number
of launch vehicles to achieve the required effective area. The trade space includes
a significantly larger spacecraft with several mirror modules (requiring a Titan-
class launch vehicle) or many smaller mirror modules on smaller satellites.
2.3 Workshop
One of the items of the SOW was to organize and hold a workshop on high throughput
X-ray spectroscopy. The goal of this workshop was to be the continuing refinement
o f the science drivers and science goals for the mission. The Workshop was held on
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September30 - October 1, 1996in Cambridge. Over 100scientistsattended at the
Workshop (including over a dozenfrom overseas),representinga broad cross-section
of interests in the field of X-ray astronomy.
Oral presentationsat the Workshopfocusedon the scientificaspectsof the HTXS
mission: X-ray studiesof stars,galaxies,the life-cyclesof matter in the universe,com-
pact objects, plasmadiagnostics,and the fundamentalphysicsthat canbeaddressed
by HTXS. Poster presentationsfocusedon current and future hardware capabilities
related to HTXS, and were highlighted by posterson micro-calorimeters,reflection
gratings, and discussionsof multilayers for hard X-ray telescopes.
A copy of the Proceedings' Table of Contents is included as Appendix A.
2.4 Meetings & Travel
Over the last year, SAO personnel have met with team members at GSFC and MSFC
to continue the various mission-level, spacecraft level, and instrument level trade stud-
ies and design efforts. A general engineering meeting is held at GSFC approximately
every two weeks that is attended by at least one SAO representative.
SAO personnel have also met with a commercial vendor of extendable optical
benches to refine the requirements for the HTXS bench, and to clarify industry ca-
pability in this area.
2.5 Presentations
Presentations on HTXS have been made in a variety of forums. Scientific, technical,
and programmatic presentations have been made, most notably to NASA Adminis-
trator Dan Goldin (see Appendices B, D, and E and Attachment 1).
2.6 Web Site
A web site has been developed under the leadership of GSFC, and populated with
materials for the HTXS mission, its URL is: http://htxs.gsfc.nasa.gov
Information on mission design, participants, presentations, science goals, resources,
and technology development efforts may be found at this website. Multimedia pre-
sentations are also available.
3 Plans for Next Year
SAO will continue to work with GSFC and other HTXS team members to refine the
HTXS mission concept, focusing primarily in the areas of the soft X-ray telescope
optics (including the design, fabrication, and test of various pathfinder mirrors), the
science requirements and drivers, and the overall mission study.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The HTXS Mission
The fundamental science questions to be addressed by HTXS require very substantial in-
creases in effective area, energy resolution, and energy bandpass. To accomplish these
ambitious increases at an affordable mission cost, we must introduce new approaches for
the development and operation of the HTXS mission and take advantage of technical ad-
vances as well. The primary goal of the HTXS Roadmap document is to outline a strategy
for achieving the currently stated scientific objectives at a minimum of cost and technical
risk. An essential feature of this concept involves minimization of cost (_ $350M for de-
velopment and ,-_ $500-600M including launches) and risk by building six identical modest
satellites to achieve the large area.
Key technologies relating directly to the HTXS science instruments and spacecraft include:
state-of-the-art X-ray mirrors, multilayer coatings, spectrometers, low-energy and hard X-
ray detectors, cryogenic systems, extendible optical benches, lightweight satellite buses,
and advanced communications systems. Development efforts in each of these areas will
have utility for a variety of NASA programs including HTXS.
The specific HTXS mission requirements that drive the Technology Roadmap derive from its
large effective area (--_ 15,000 cm 2 at 1 keV), high spectral resolution (E/AE _ 300-3000),
and broad energy bandpass (0.25-40 keV and possibly up to 100 keV). These requirements
can be met by using replicated optics with reflection gratings, charge-coupled device detec-
tors (CCDs), quantum micro-calorimeters, and cadmium zinc telluride (CZT), germanium,
and/or xenon hard X-ray detectors.
The Technology Roadmap for HTXS points the way for the near-term development efforts
that must be undertaken. For each of the technology development areas, we benchmark
the current status of the field, identify key directions for technology investment, provide
metrics to be utilized for the study, denote program milestones tied to the study timeline,
call out achievable goals, and denote success criteria for each development and study effort.
To ensure the success of these efforts, a well-balanced mix of university, government, and
industry participation is essential.
Achieving these goals means approaching the study with an eye towards using moderately
improved current and conventional technologies, as well as alternative, novel, and even
revolutionary techniques. This two-pronged approach characterizes most of the areas we
identify for technology investment. Careful selection of alternatives to pursue at an early
point in the program, with decision points well-noted, enables the development of new
technology at acceptable costs within the study timeline - and provides a path to achieve
the HTXS capabilities at reduced power, weight, and mission cost.
2 The Spectroscopy X-ray Telescope (SXT) Optics
2.1 Introduction
Two approachesarebeingconsideredfor the X-ray mirrors for the high-throughputspec-
trometer: 1) replicashells,as usedon XMM, Jet-X, and SAX, and 2) segmented(foil)
mirrors,asusedon ASTRO-E(andderivedfrom theASCAandBBXRT programs).Both
techniquesshowpromiseof satisfyingthe HTXS scientificrequirements,and indeed,if an
existingmirror possessedthe better qualitiesof the two approaches,thenno development
wouldbenecessary.However,neitherapproachcurrentlymeetsall of the HTXS require-
ments,anda substantialtechnologicalinvestmentisrequiredeitherto improvetheangular
resolutionof the segmentedopticsby a factor of 4, or reducethe weightof the replicated
shellsby a factor of ten.
2.2 Current Status
Thestateof theart in replicatedshellmirrorsis definedbytheworkof ObertoCitterio and
hiscolleaguesat OsservatorioAstronomicodi Brera (OAB) in Milan, Italy. Their mirrors
for the JET-X telescopehavemeasuredHPDs (half powerdiameters)slightly better than
the HTXS targetof 15arcsecondsat 0.27,1.49,and8.05keV.However,the thicknessesof
theseshellswouldresultin a total HTXSmirror massof about3,000kg, comparedwith the
currentbudgetof about250kg. Thetechnologydevelopmentprogramdescribedbelowis
directedtowardsreducingthis massto therequiredvaluewithout anunacceptablesacrifice
of performance.
Thestateof theart in segmentedmirrorsisdefinedbythe workofPeterSerlemitsosandhis
colleaguesat GSFC.A foil mirror of thesizeneededfor the HTXSmissionwouldbewithin
the 250kg massbudget,but the requiredspatialresolutionhasnotyet beenattained. The
best HPD for a completedfoil mirror assemblyis about 3 arcminutes;theseresultswere
limited by ripple in the lacquerdippedfoil with characteristiclengthscalesof a few mm.
The foils beingpreparedfor the Astro-Emission,which aremanufacturedby a different
processdescribedbelow,havea HPDof 1 arcminuteand90%powerdiametersof ,-_ 3 arc
minutes, and mirrors made from these foils should have performance comparable to that
of the individual foils. To meet the spectroscopic goals of the HTXS mission, however, the
HPD must be improved by a factor of 4 to meet the requirement of 15 arc seconds.
2.3 Success Criteria
The success criterion for both approaches to the mirror manufacture is to demonstrate the
capability of constructing a 1-1.3 m diameter mirror with a half power diameter of no more
than 15 arc seconds, and a total mass of no more than 250 kg.
2.4 Replicated Mirror Shells
2.4.1 Technology Requirement
The best existing replicated shell mirrors were made by taking an aluminum mandrel coated
with electroless nickel (Kanigen), polishing the nickel to obtain an accurate figure and sur-
face roughness, evaporating or sputtering about 1000 /_ of gold onto the mandrel, elec-
troplating with nickel to a thickness of order 1 mm, and removing the nickel from the
mandrel at lower temperatures by differential thermal expansion. The gold layer sticks to
the electroplated nickel and maintains the accurate figure and low surface roughness of the
mandrel.
The electroplated nickel will have some internal residual stress, which will cause some de-
formation of the optical element; the dominant distortion is the low energy mode in which
the mirror becomes oval at both ends, but with a 90 degree change in the azimuthal angle
of the long oval axis. Citterio and his colleagues found the following empirical relationship
for the required wall thickness t:
R
t--K
HPD_ 37
where R is the radius of the mirror, HPDw is the contribution of the wall stress induced
distortions to the HPD in arc seconds, and K is a process and material dependent empirical
constant which was 0.16 for their electroplated nickel. The wall thicknesses used to obtain
the 3,000 kg estimate for an electroformed mirror were calculated using this formula.
2.4.2 Metrics
The purpose of the replicated shell mirror technology program is to demonstrate that a
replica mirror can be constructed that meets the HTXS weight requirement without sacri-
ficing the spatial resolution, which already is adequate for HTXS. Three approaches will be
explored to reducing the mirror weight: more efficient use of the substrate material than a
uniform thickness shell, reducing the internal stress in the shells, and introducing a different
manufacturing process which would be characterized by a different functional dependence.
. Reducing internal stress. The magnitude and even the sign of the internal stress in
the electroless nickel is a function of the density of trace elements in the coating, and
this density varies with the current density. Thus a stress free coating can be obtained
if the current density is sufficiently uniform and well controlled. The MSFC group
has developed virtually stress free shells by measuring the accumulated internal stress
during the coating and adjusting the plating current to keep the total internal stress
small. We will attempt to improve the uniformity of the plating current over the
mandrel and between the mandrel and the stress monitoring sensor by a high fidelity
simulation of the plating process and by careful adjustment of the plating geometry
using a high fidelity simulation of the process. If necessary, we will use multiple plating
anodes to produce the uniform, stress-free shells. We will use existing modeling codes,
with modifications as appropriate. If successful, this will allow thinner nickel walls
than have been required previously.
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2. Better use o/material Presently the deformation forces, which are proportional to the
mirror volume, are counteracted by the same wall volume; this is successful because the
internal force scales as the wall thickness whereas the stiffness against the dominant
distortion scales as the cube of the thickness. It is reasonable to expect that the same
performance can be achieved with a smaller mass if the same stiffness to internal force
ratio is maintained, but with the internal forces reduced by thinning the walls and
the stiffness augmented by separate structure. Two approaches will be investigated.
The OAB group will electroplate a thin nickel shell onto a mandrel, temporarily bond
a stiff auxiliary support ring to the nickel while it is still on the mandrel, and hence
undistorted, remove the shell and support ring from the mandrel, bond the shell to the
final support structure, and remove the auxiliary support ring. This approach does
not require the shell to maintain its own roundness at any time, and does not require
an extremely precise support structure since the final bond between support structure
and mirror shell can accommodate small variations in the gap between them.
The MSFC group has produced shells with the required small wall thicknesses which
were supported against distortion by adding radial nickel rings (with a small axial
extent) after the thin mirror walls are formed. The radial rings are attached by
introducing them into the electroplating bath near the end of the process and forming
an electroplated attachment between the thin mirror walls and the rings. The support
rings are in their equilibrium shape before attachment and do not contribute to the
forces causing the distortion. A mirror design in which the rings provide the stiffness
required to counteract the mirror wall internal stresses found previously at OAB would
have a mass of approximately 300 kg, and satisfy the HTXS requirements. The MSFC
group produced these shells to develop the attachment process, and were successful,
but no performance demonstration was achieved because an old and unsatisfactory
mandrel was used. We will now try this technique with a better mandrel so that the
expected performance can be evaluated. More thorough modelling of the mechanical
properties of such assemblies also must be performed.
3. Better choice o] material. If the substrate material were stiffer, less dense, and in
equilibrium with its internal stresses at the time of attachment to the mandrel, then
thinner walled substrates would be possible. The basic approach consists of separately
forming the mirror supporting or substrate shells, bonding them to the gold coated
mandrel, and removing the shell. The epoxy would accommodate small differences
in the shapes of the mandrel and substrate, so the substrate need not be as pre-
cisely made as the polished mandrel. Three materials are being considered, chemical
vapor depositioned silicon carbide (CVD SIC), a plasma torch deposited aluminum
oxide (with some titanium oxide) ceramic (A1203/TiO), and a carbon fiber reinforced
cyanate ester (CFRP, the "P" standing for plastic). The ceramic (SiC or A1203/TiO)
approach would assure a mechanically stable system, whereas the CFRP approach
would be slightly lighter and less expensive. The expected distortion in this case is
driven by the large scale roundness errors in the substrate; the epoxy bonding process
will tend to distort the substrate towards the better shaped and stiffer mandrel, and
the resulting shell will be distorted when removed from the mandrel.
The mandrels in A1203/TiO process actually remain at room temperature in spite of
the alarming sound of the plasma torch, which offers the possibility that the carrier
could be formed directly on the optical mandrel, thereby simplifying the process,
eliminating the mandrelsfor the carrier,and avoidingthe distortionsintroducedby
the epoxybondingprocess.
Wepresentlyassumethat the Ceramicor CFRPwallswouldhaveto providethesame
stiffnessasthe electroformednickelwallsof existingmirrors. Wealsohaveassumed
that the largescaleinternal tolerancesmust be comparablewith the desiredlarge
scaletolerancesof the final mirror. Thesevery conservativeassumptionsresult in a
massof about560kg for the SiC(with about13_0locallightweighting)and470kg for
the CFRP.However,the actual wall thicknessesrequired,althoughsurelylessthan
thosebaseduponour presentassumptions,arenot knownaccurately.The optimum
balancebetweenmirror shell tolerancesand wall thicknessmust be determinedby
the combinationof an experimentalprogramwith differentwall thicknessesand a
morethoroughmechanicalmodellingof theprocess.Wealsoareinvestigatingribbed
ceramicshellsto allowthinner wallsandfurtherreducetheweightsfor thesedesigns.
Previousattemptsto useCFRP havesufferedfrom dimensionalinstability resulting
from waterabsorption/desorptionandprint throughof the carbonfibersintroducing
highfrequencysurfaceerrors.Thecyanateesteris lesssensitiveto waterabsorption,
andtheshellscanbenickelcoated,whichshouldbothprovideasealandmitigatethe
carbonfiberprint throughproblem.Theseexpectedimprovementsmust,however,be
demonstrated.It alsomaybeusefulto electroplatea verythin nickelbuffercoating
overthegoldcoveredmandrelto improvethesubsequentbondingwith eitherthe SiC
or CFRPcarrier;this alsowouldreducethe carbonfiberprint print throughproblem
in the CFRPcase.
The dimensionalaccuraciesof the CFRP mirror shellscanbe improvedby forming
them on a better mandrel;weplan to makemultipleuseof mandrelsfor this pur-
pose.Wewill usea polishedmandrelfor thin electroformedreplicasandthe ceramic
substratemirror shellsasdiscussedabove.The mandrelthenwill be coatedwith a
thin layerof goldasa releaseagentanda thin layerof electroformednickelto pro-
vide a lessfragilesurface,andusedasa masterto form veryaccuratelydimensioned
CFRPshells.Subsequently,themandrelwill bereducedin radiusbythedesiredbond
thickness,repolishedand coatedwith gold. The CFRPshellswill be bondedto the
nowslightlysmallermandrelandseparated(keepingthegoldcoatinglayer)to form a
mirror asdiscussedabove.Theimproveddimensionalaccuraciesof the shellsshould
reducethe distortion of the substratetowardsthe stiffermandrelduring the epoxy
bondingprocess,andhencereducethe distortionswhichcanoccurwhenthe shell is
removedfrom the mandrel.
4. Mandrel production and coatings. Existing mandrel technology is adequate for the
HTXS mission, but there would be economic advantages if adequate mandrels could
be obtained using the diamond turning process to provide the desired figure and
subsequent polishing to yield the desired low surface roughness. The MSFC group
has produced mandrels which have the requisite low frequency errors, but also have
somewhat excessive high frequency surface roughness which must be improved. Their
polishing process also must be improved to either avoid degrading the figure of the
diamond turned mandrel or to correct it; both low contact force computer controlled
polishing, such as was used for AXAF, and ion polishing are being investigated for
figure correction. The state of the art is such that a reasonable success criteria would
be a five arc second half power diameter if mandrel figure correction is used, although
we do not expectthis to be requiredfor the 15 arc secondhalf powerdiameters
requiredfor this program.
Mandrel durability alsomaybe improvedby coatingthemandrelwith a hardersur-
face,suchastitanium nitride,but thereleaseandpolishingpropertiesof suchsurface
coatingsmustbedetermined.Weintendto coatthe mirrorswith iridium by internal
sputtering, suchas wasdonewith the AXAF mirrors; the GSFC group has shown
that this does not degrade the roughness of the gold separation layer. However, it
would be economically advantageous to coat the iridium directly upon the mandrel,
perhaps with a release agent, and avoid the subsequent sputtering. Approaches of
this type will be investigated.
2.5 Segmented Mirrors
2.5.1 Technology Requirement
In a segmented conical mirror, the precisely curved surfaces that would theoretically yield
a perfect image on axis have been replaced by simple cones. This offers a number of
advantages: reduced weight and increased aperture utilization (thick-walled substrates are
replaced by thin foils), and simpler manufacture (i.e., lower cost). Additionally, it becomes
advantageous to manufacture mirrors in angular segments (traditionally quadrants) instead
of full surfaces of revolution (hence the term "segmented"). What is sacrificed in using the
so-called "conical approximation" is the potential for a perfect image. Instead, the actual
image quality depends on the projected width of the foil reflectors on the focal plane,
which in turn is a function of the length of the reflectors and the average grazing angle.
If the reflector length and mirror diameter are held constant, then the intrinsic image size
improves as the focal length is increased. For instance, an 8 m focal length mirror with
a 1 m diameter and 10 cm reflectors (the size used for Astro-E) has an intrinsic image
half power diameter of 13 arc seconds; increasing the focal length to 15 m reduces the
HPD to 4 arc seconds. On the other hand, for a given focal length and diameter, reducing
the length of the reflectors yields a proportional decrease in intrinic resolution, but at the
expense of complexity (an increased number of reflectors) and collecting area. An 8 m
focal length mirror with a 1 m diameter and 5 cm reflectors has a 6.5 arc second HPD. In
order to meet the spatial resolution requirement for HTXS using a conical mirror, an image
quality approaching the theoretical limit must be attained. The theoretical resolution can
be improved, thus providing less stringent fabrication tolerances, either by a careful choice
of design parameters, or by using reflecting elements whose surfaces more closely resemble
those of a Wolter I mirror than the currently used cones.
A typical mirror is populated by 100 or more foil reflector pairs. The current method of
foil reflector production consists of replicating the surface of a drawn Pyrex mandrel. The
mandrels, which are carefully selected lengths of Pyrex tubing used for commercial purposes,
have inherently smooth surfaces on a microscopic scale (less than 1 ram), but may have large
local slope errors. The first step is the selection of a mandrel by measuring the local axial
slope errors and roundness. This is followed by sputtering about 2,000 Angstrom of gold
onto the mandrel. The aluminum foil substrate (typically 125 microns thick) is cut to the
correct axial length and shaped into a segment of a cone by heat treating the foil while it
is in contact with a forming mandrel. The formed foil and gold covered glass mandrel are
both sprayedwith a thin layerof epoxyundercomputercontrol,broughtinto contactin a
vacuum,andplacedintoanovento allowtheepoxyto cureat anelevatedtemperature.The
foil is matchedto a desireddiameterin theassembly,cut to the properazimuthallength,
andinsertedinto a preciselymachinedhousing,in whichit issupportedby alignmentbars
locatedazimuthallyeveryfewdegrees.Thesealignmentbarscanbe adjustedradially to
optimizethe performanceof the foilsasa group.
The geometricor diffractionlimits to the mirror performanceare sufficientto meet the
requirementsfor the HTXS program. The quality of the microscopicsurfaceis dictated
by the smoothnessof the glassmandrel,and is currently3 Angstromrms, which means
that X-rays will reflectspecularly(without significantscatter) off the reflectorsurfaces
throughouttheenergyrangeof the mirror. Thepresentperformanceappearsto belimited
by a combinationof threefactors: figureerrors in the glassmandrels,the accuracywith
whichthe foil substratesholdthe desiredshape,andthe accuracyto whichthe alignment
barslocatethe reflectingsurfaces.
Also,the largestdiameterconicalmirror that hasbeenconstructedat GSFCfor spaceflight
usehasa diameterof 40 cm,and a focal lengthof 4.5m, both of whichareconsiderably
smallerthan the projectedHTXS dimensions.
2.5.2 Metrics
In order to meet the HTXS requirements, there are two primary milestones that segmented
mirrors must meet: 1) The required angular resolution must be attained, which in turn re-
quires improvements in reflector surfaces and fixturing accuracy. 2) The ability to fabricate
one meter class mirrors must be demonstrated. Associated with each of these are decision
points regarding design and fabrication details, as documented below.
2.5.3 Achieving required angular resolution
In order to approach the intrinsic angular resolution of conical mirrors, two sources of blur-
ring must be significantly reduced: surface irregularities on the millimeter to centimeter
scale, and imprecise fixturing of the reflectors. If improvement in spatial resolution be-
yond this is required, then curvature must be introduced onto the reflector surface during
replication, so that it more closely approximates the ideal reflection surface.
. Choice of mandrel. Mandrels that yield microscopically smooth and macroscopically
accurate replicated surfaces are the key to the success of foil mirrors. Production of
these might be the most expensive item associated with the high throughput mirror,
so selection of the most cost effective approach is essential. The current mandrels,
used for Astro-E, are carefully selected sections of commercial grade, drawn Pyrex
pipe, with no additional polishing. It is possible that application of more stringent
selection criteria to the Pyrex pipe can yield a set of mandrels meeting the HTXS
requirements. Even if this is the case, it does not entirely resolve the mandrel choice
issue: the drawn Pyrex is available in diameters no larger than -,- 50 cm, so at least the
larger diameter mandrels must be fabricated differently. We will pursue the following
four approaches regarding mandrels, and select the best one or combination on the
basis of resulting angular resolution vs. cost:
.• more careful selection of commercial glass;
• custom manufactured drawn Pyrex tubing;
• figured and polished quartz or Zerodur mandrels; and
• metal mandrels (superpolished electroless Ni on diamond turned A1).
Selection of mandrel manufacturing approach must be made by the end of FY 1999.
Fixturing accuracy. The reflectors in a conical mirror are held in place radially by
grooves cut into a set of thin alignment bars at the entrance and exit of each hous-
ing. The current alignment bars, fabricated using electronic discharge machining,
locate reflectors with an average accuracy of 10 microns or better. The current de-
sign must allow sufficient clearance within the grooves to allow the reflectors to be
slid into place without binding and not introduce high spatial frequency ripples on
the reflecting surfaces. To achieve the fixturing accuracy required for the HTXS (less
than 5 microns on average), a more accurate approach to alignment bar manufacture,
potentially resulting in a new approach to mirror assembly, must be introduced. We
will investigate several approaches: more precise electronic discharge machining, use
of diamond turning as the final machining step, and micro lithography. One promis-
ing new micro lithographic approach we will investigate is "deep plasma etching," a
technique pioneered by our collaborators at MIT, by which structures can be etched
to a depth of hundreds of microns. Fixtures both meeting the accuracy requirement
and capable of holding meter diameter foils must be developed and demonstrated by
the end of FY 1999.
Utilization of accurate alignment bars to improve spatial resolution will have implica-
tions for the reflector manufacture. The current oversized alignment bar slots allow
not only for straightforward mirror assembly, but for variations in reflector thickness
as well. Thus we must develop controls within the reflector manufacture process that
ensure uniform reflector thickness to 1 micron. Additionally, it is unclear whether the
current assembly technique, sliding the foil radially through the alignment bar slots
in an assembled fixture, can be used when the clearances have been reduced. We will
investigate alternative approaches to mirror assembly
2.5.4 Large diameter conical mirrors
If a meter-class mirror is to be developed over the next several years, a prototype must be
demonstrated as early in the program as possible. First we must determine the degree to
which our current mirror and housing fabrication techniques can be scaled to larger sizes.
We will procure a series of _ 1 m diameter mandrels, and replicate large diameter foil
reflector segments. Simultaneously we will fabricate a prototype housing based on our 40
cm diameter units. X-ray and optical performance tests of a mirror unit will enable us to
decide whether a different reflector or housing fabrication approach is necessary. This must
be accomplished by the end of FY 1998.
Our goal is to have a full sized prototype mirror segment that meets the performance
requirements by the end of FY 2000.
2.6 Figured foils
The theoreticalperformanceof the segmentedmirrors canbe improvedby usinga closer
approximationto the desiredsurfacesthan the presentcones.We are investigatingtwo
approachesfor this purpose.
Wewill replicateaproperlycurvedmandrelusingtechniquesimilarto thosenowemployed
with the cylindricalmandrels.Therequiredsagittal depthof the desiredsurfacesis much
lessthan the thicknessof theepoxylayerwhichcurrentlyexistsbetweenmandreland foil,
andwemayfind that the relaxedshapeof the foilsthusproducedwill retain enoughof the
curvatureintroducedby themandrelto meetour requirements.Preliminarytestsat GSFC
indicatethat it is indeedpossibleto replicateanaxially curvedsurfaceontoa conicalfoil
substratewithout lossof fidelity. If necessary, the computer controlled application of the
epoxy will be adjusted to better accommodate the figure mismatch between the foils and
the desired optical surface.
Mark Schattenburg of MIT has suggested an alternate approach in which ion figured silicon
wafers or sheets are bent to the desired shape. The sheets would be supported at relatively
few locations, where their azimuthal slopes also would be controlled. A simple flat, constant
thickness sheet deformed in this manner will not yield the desired optical surface. However,
the approximation by selectively varying the the thickness of the sheet. Initial computer
models of this process, in which the boundary conditions and material removal are iterated
towards an optimum shape, axe quite promising, the rms values of the residual mechanical
errors being about one third of the thickness of the sheet, which would permit essentially
perfect surfaces to be formed. This would avoid errors caused by the mandrel imperfections
or by plastic deformation of the aluminum foils, and it is reasonable to expect a few arc
second resolution. The ion polished silicon wafers are known to be very smooth, so good
scattering properties also should be obtained.
2.7 Milestones for the Mirror Development
Oneof the mostcritical decisionsregardingHTXS instrumentationis the choiceof mirror
design. In order to allow the maximumof time for both designsto mature, this decision
shouldbe madeas late as possiblewithout introducingdelaysinto the overallmission
schedule.Thusthis decisionshouldbe reachedat the endof the technologydevelopment
phase,at the endof FY2000.Prior to then,an aggressivedevelopmentprogrammust be
undertakenif the mirrors are to achievetheir intrinsicresolutionandweight requirements
by that time. Our tentativeschedulefor mirror developmentis summarizedbelow:
Milestone Date
Replicated Shell Mirror Mandrel and Related Development
Complete 0.25 m polished mandrel 1997
Complete 0.5 m polished mandrels 1997
Complete 0.5 m mirror support structures 1997
High fidelity simulation of electroforming process, phase I 1997
Issue KFP to correct 0.5 m mandrel by ion polishing 1998
Investigate alumina (AI_20_3), molybdenum, tantalum mandrels 1998
Reduce 0.5 m mandrel diameter, repolish for CFRP replicas 1998
High fidelity simulation of electroforming process, phase 2 1998
Machine modification to accommodate 1.3 m optics 1998
Correct 0.075 m mandrel by ion polishing 1998
Complete 1.3 m polished mandrels 1998
Complete Ion polish correction of 0.5 m mandrel 1999
Complete 1.3 m mirror support structures 1999
Reduce 1.3 m mandrel diameter, repolish for CFRP replicas 1999
Replicated Shell Mirrors, Fabrication and Mechanical Tests
Issue RFP for 0.5 m SiC carrier 1997
Complete 0.25 m Electroformed nickel mirror 1997
Complete 0.5 m thin electroformed Nickel mirror (without rings) 1997
Complete, mechanical test 0.5 m SiC, 2.0 mm walls 1997
Receive 0.5 m SiC carrier at MSFC 1998
Complete 0.5 m thin electroformed Nickel mirror with rings 1998
Issue RFP for 1.3 m SiC carrier 1998
Complete, mechanical test 0.5 m SiC, 1.5 mm walls 1998
Complete, mechanical test 0.5 m SiC, 1.0 mm walls 1998
Complete, mechanical test 0.5 m SiC, 0.5 mm walls 1998
Complete, mechanical test 0.5 m CFKP, 2.0 mm walls 1998
Complete, mechanical test 0.5 m CFRP, 1.5 mm walls 1998
Complete 0.5 m CFRP carrier using 0.5 m mandrel 1998
Complete, mechanical test 0.5 m CFRP, 1.0 mm walls 1998
Complete 0.5 m CFP_P carrier mirror 1998
Complete 1.3 m thin electroformed nickel mirror 1998
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Receive 1.3 m SiC carrier 1998
Complete 1.3 m SiC carrier mirror 1999
Complete, mechanical test 1.3 m SiC, 2.0 mm walls 1999
Vertical U.V. tests of 1.3 m electroformed nickel mirror 1999
Complete, mechanical test 1.3 m SiC, 1.5 mm walls 1999
Vertical U.V. tests of 1.3 m SiC mirror 1999
Complete, mechanical test 1.3 m SiC, 1.0 mm walls 1999
Complete, mechanical test 1.3 m CFRP, 3.0 mm walls 1999
Complete 1.3 m CFRP carrier using 1.3 m mandrel 1999
Complete, mechanical test 1.3 m CFRP, 2.0 mm walls 1999
Complete 0.5 m electroformed nickel mirror, ion polished mandrel 1999
Complete, mechanical test 1.3 m CFRP, 1.0 mm walls 1999
Complete 1.3 m CFRP carrier mirror 1999
Vertical U.V. tests of 1.3 m CFRP mirror 1999
Replicated Shell Mirrors, X-ray Tests
X-ray test, 0.075 m, thick electroformed nickel mirror 1997
X-ray test, 0.25 m electroformed nickel mirror 1997
X-ray test, 0.075 m thin electroformed nickel mirror with rings 1997
X-ray test, 0.5 m thick Nickel mirror (without rings) 1997
X-ray test, 0.5 m thin Nickel mirror with rings 1998
X-ray test, 0.5 m SiC carrier mirror 1998
X-ray test, 0.5 m CFRP carrier mirror 1998
Complete 0.5 m thin electroformed Nickel mirror (without rings) 1997
Complete 0.5 m thin electroformed Nickel mirror with rings 1997
X-ray test, 1.3 m electroformed nickel mirror 1999
X-ray test, 1.3 m SiC mirror 1999
X-ray test, 0.5 m nickel mirror, ion polished mandrel 1999
X-ray test, 1.3 m CFRP mirror 2000
Segmented Mirrors, Mandrel Choice:
Determine best performance using Pyrex mandrel set
Procure and replicate polished metal mandrel set
Procure and replicate polished glass mandrel set
X-ray tests of reflectors from polished mandrels 1997
Computer feasibility study of ion figured foils
Procure and replicate custom drawn Pyrex mandrel set
0brain/test second small (-40 cm) and large
(-0.8 m) metal mandrel set
0brain/test second small and large glass mandrel set
X-ray tests of second generation reflectors
Demonstration of ion figured foils
Assembly prototype for ion figured foils
0brain and replicate third prototype
mandrel sets (metal and glass) 1999
X-ray tests of third generation reflectors 1999
1998
1997
1997
1997
1997
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
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Select replication approach 1999
Segmented Mirrors, Fixturing:
Fabricate and test most accurate alignment bars using EDM
Fabricate and Zest diamond turned metal alignment bars
Design, lab. and test alignment bars using micro lithography
Fabricate and test refined metal alignment bars (2 sets)
Fabricate micro lithographed alignment bars (2 sets)
Select alignment bar fabrication technique
1997
1997
1998
1998
1998
1999
Large Diameter Foil Mirrors:
Design I m mirror segment prototype
Build and mechanically test prototype housing
Build and test prototype mirror segment
Build and test refined prototype segment
1997
1998
1999
2000
Final selection between segmented and replicated shell mirrors 2000
2.8 Existing Funding
2.8.1 Replicated Mirror Shells
The replicated mirror shell technology is supported as part of the optics program at MSFC.
The current funding for X-ray optics development, including sub-contracts for mirror shells,
is about $600k per year. The MSFC optics group also supports facility and optical metrology
standards development, studies for NGST and other programs, and the fabrication of flight
hardware for the solar physics branch and rocket experiments. Most of this work is beneficial
to the HTXS project. The OAB group is supported with European funds at a comparable
level.
2.8.2 Segmented Foil Mirrors
The only explicit support for foil mirror development is a grant to the GSFC group through
the high energy astrophyics SR&T program. While the overall goal of this program is the
same as that of the HTXS program, namely the development of means for producing foil
mirrors with spatial resolution approaching their theoretical limit, the amount of funding is
very modest ($50K per year). Consequently, this program is not expected to yield mirrors
suitable for HTXS for many years. Additionally, the SR&T program is geared toward the
development of small diameter mirrors. Thus there is no effort being expended towards the
development of 1-meter class foil mirror. It is likely, however, that the segmented mirror
development program will benefit from the X-ray optics program at MSFC, from which test
mandrels might be made available.
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3 X-Ray Calorimeters
3.1 Introduction
The low flux typical of most celestial X-ray sources requires a detector system that has the
highest possible collecting area and efficiency. High resolution X-ray spectroscopy increases
this need in proportion to the required spectral resolving power. The highest spectral
resolution available has been with dispersive techniques that use gratings or crystal spec-
trometers. These offer extremely high energy resolution, particularly at low energies, but
typically have low quantum efficiency and may not be suitable for the study of extended
sources. Non-dispersive spectrometers, such as solid state Si detectors and CCDs have
higher quantum efficiency but low energy resolution due to the relatively poor statistics
associated with charge generation.
In 1983 a new approach to X-ray spectroscopy was developed that used the thermal detection
of individual X-ray photons as a means of obtaining spectroscopic information (Moseley,
Mather and McCammon, 1984). The X-ray microcalorimeter works by sensing the heat
generated by X-ray photons when they are absorbed and thermalized in a very low heat
capacity element. The temperature increase is a direct measure of the photon energy. In
its simplest form, the temperature change resulting from absorbing an energy quantum Ex,
is given by 5T ,,_ Ex/C, where C is the heat capacity of the device. The temperature is
restored to equilibrium exponentially with a time constant C/G, were G is the thermal
conductance of the pixel to the cold bath.
A number of temperature-dependent effects can be exploited for use as a thermometer
(see, e.g., Labov et al. 1996 and references therein). These include doped semiconductor
resistance thermometers, devices that utilize superconducting transitions (either resistive
or inductive), temperature-sensitive tunneling rate between a superconductor and normal
metal, and the temperature dependence of paramagnetic susceptibility. All of these ther-
mometer types have certain merits with regard to ultimate energy resolution over the 0.3
- 12 keV band pass, counting rate handling, ease of fabrication into large arrays, and op-
eration in space. For the present purpose of demonstrating a clear path toward achieving
a detector system with 2 eV resolution we must focus on approaches that have the high-
est margin of resolution performance against non-ideal effects, and which have shown the
most amount of progress toward high resolution. In this discussion we will therefore con-
centrate on resistive microcalorimeters, which have achieved the highest resolution. Other
approaches that evolve toward the requirements for HTXS must obviously be considered
The sensitivity of a resistive thermometer is characterized by the parameter
c_ -- Id(logR)/d(logT)l.
The fundamental noise processes that determine the energy resolution for an ideal mi-
crocalorimeter are Johnson noise originating in the resistive thermometer and phonon noise
generated by the random exchange of energy (phonons) through the thermal link connecting
the thermometer with the cold bath. The energy resolution (FWHM) theoretically achiev-
able is given by AE = 2.35__, where _ is a coefficient that scales as 1/v_ for a >
3; for doped semiconductor thermometers a is in the range 3-6 and _ is --_ 2 (Moseley et
al. 1984). With the proper choice of materials the resolution of an X-ray microcalorimeter
operating at a temperature of < 0.1 K can, in principle, be a few eV. This resolution is
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independentof the X-rayenergyto the extentthat thetemperatureexcursionof anevent,
ST T, is small.
Recently, superconducting transition edge thermometers have been implemented in cryo-
genic detectors for particle and photon detection (Ferger et al. 1996; Irwin et al. 1996a).
These have the advantage of very high values of dR/dT within the superconducting transi-
tion which result in very high values of a (up to ._ 1000), and thus higher energy resolution.
For such a device, the value of _ can be as low as .-_ 0.1 (Irwin et al. 1996a). The much
higher value of a improves other characteristics of the detector that will be discussed later.
In practice, microcalorimeters have two major components - the temperature sensing ele-
ment and the X-ray absorber (see, e.g., Kelley et al. 1993). Normal metals provide excellent
X-ray thermalization, but have a large electronic heat capacity. Instead, it has been found
that some narrow gap semiconductors or semimetals (e.g., HgTe) work well as thermalizers,
presumably because of the lack of a bandgap and the associated trapping sites that prevent
charge recombination and the subsequent production of phonons.
In principle, the energy resolution of an ideal microcalorimeter is independent of its thermal
conductance to the cold bath, and therefore the conductance can be chosen for the fastest
pulse response. The physical processes by which photons are thermalized in solids should
lead to very rapid thermal relaxation (< 10psec), at least in non-superconductors. For mi-
crocalorimeters with semiconductor thermometers the thermal conductance is constrained
by a number of effects that may prevent very high counting rates from being achieved. The
heat capacities and thermal conductances of typical microcalorimeters have C/G time scales
of the order of 1 msec, so counting rates of ,-. 100 Hz per pixel should be possible before
pulse pile-up effects degrade the energy resolution.
An important consequence of using resistive thermometers is the effect the changing re-
sistance has on the pulse response. This is determined by how the detector is electrically
biased. For a device with dR/dT < 0 that is current biased, the ohmic power dissipation
drops as the pixel is heated and the temperature of the pixel is restored more rapidly than
the thermal time constant, C/G. This is the negative electrothermal feedback case and
speeds up the pulse recovery time by a factor that increases with a (Mather 1984). For
a superconducting transition edge thermometer, with dR/dT > 0, the same effect can be
obtained with voltage biasing and indeed the higher c_ can significantly increase the speed
of the sensor.
3.2 Present Status of X-Ray Microcalorimeters
To date, most microcalorimeters have used either ion-implanted silicon or nuclear transmu-
tation doped (NTD) germanium thermometers. The ion-implanted silicon thermometers
have made it possible to use conventional microelectronic techniques to fabricate monolithic
arrays of microcaiorimeters. A silicon wafer is processed with a series of photolithographic
masks and etching techniques to form a suspended structure that has an ion-planted ther-
mometer and the required thermal conductance. Phosphorus and boron are typically used
for the thermometer implant.
Most of the work done by the Goddard/Wisconsin group has been with arrays that have
a simple linear geometry. The absorber area and thickness axe chosen depending on the
specific application. The pixels have absorbers with an area 0.5 x 2 mm and a thickness of
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0.7#m to minimizethe heat capacitywhileprovidinghighefficiencyup to 1 keV. The
absorberis HgTechemicallyvapordepositedonto8 #m Si substrates,whichareseparately
bondedto the Si pixel with epoxy. A 36 pixel array of microcalorimeterswasrecently
flown on a suborbitalpayloadto study the soft X-ray background(Cui et al. 1994 for a
description of the payload; results from the flight are in preparation). The geometry of
the array consists of two rows of 18 pixels. The energy resolution varied across the array
from about 7 eV to about 20 eV at the C line. The prospects for improving the resolution
for low energy applications are good. It should be possible to achieve _ 2 eV with such a
device by lowering the heat capacity of the thermometer system and improving the absorber
attachment design (Stahle et al. 1996, 1997).
For the Astro-E/XRS instrument, to be launched in February 2000, two types of arrays are
being developed in parallel. One is a smaller version of the bilinear array mentioned above
and the other is a 6 x 6 pixel array (32 will read out in flight). The bilinear array uses
absorbers with dimensions 0.3 x 1.4 mm x 8 #m and the 6 x 6 array uses 0.63 x 0.63 mm x 8
#m. The fabrication of the 6 x 6 devices requires starting with relatively thin Si wafers (75
#m), which makes it difficult to achieve high production yields and the absorber attachment
is more difficult than with the bi-linear arrays. Nonetheless an energy resolution of 10 eV
has been achieved using a HgTe absorber with a volume comparable to the amount required
for the XRS.
Alternatively, NTD germanium-based microcalorimeters can be constructed by integrating
the thermometer with micromachined silicon structures. Since the impurity specific heat
of doped germanium is approximately 50 times lower than that of doped silicon, the NTD
germanium thermometer can be at least 50 times larger in volume relative to the implanted
silicon thermometers. Consequently, the NTD thermometer can be used as a major struc-
tural element in the microcalorimeter, making it possible to build microcalorimeters where
all of the thermalized X-ray energy flows from the X-ray absorber through the body of the
sensor. This may improve the responsivity of the detector by fully redistributing phonons
of all energies into a single temperature distribution. This fabrication technique lends itself
to a simple array technology which involves bonding small chips of NTD to a metalized
wiring pattern on a silicon nitride membrane. The X-ray absorbers would then be bump
bonded, glued or electroplated onto a controlled area pedestal on top of the NTD sensor.
Using an NTD germanium-based microcalorimeter Silver et al. (1996) have achieved a
resolution of 7.1 eV at 6 keV and an effective time constant of 0.5 msec with a Sn absorber
of area 0.09 mm 2. They have also operated devices with 0.2 msec time constants that have
10 eV resolution.
Most recently, Irwin et al. (1996b) have demonstrated a resolution of 7.8 eV at 6 keV using
a A1/Ag transition edge sensor (TES) with a 0.25 x 0.25 mm x 2 micron silver absorber
operating at 120 mK. The device had an effective time constant of 0.25 msec.
3.3 Limitations of Microcalorimeters with Semiconducting Thermome-
ters
The thermal sensor uses the strong temperature dependence of the resistance, R, in semicon-
ductors doped by either ion implantation or neutron transmutation. The crystal is doped
to a density just below the metal-insulator transition (in the 50-100 mK range) and the
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electronconductionmechanismis in the phonon-assistedhoppingconductionregime.Over
a wide temperaturerangethe resistancefollowsthe functionalform R = R0 exp(x/_-0--/T)
(Efros and Shklovskii 1975) and the sensitivity parameter, _, is given by ½x/_/T. The
value of To is extremely sensitive to the net density of the implanted ions. For low densities
To is high and the resistance and temperature sensitivity are also high. However, as the
value of To increases, the allowable power density in the thermometer drops (McCammon
et al. 1993). Since there exists an optimum bias power for maximum energy resolution
(such that the sensor is about 12% warmer than the thermal sink; Moseley et al.,1984), this
translates into a lower limit on the volume, and therefore heat capacity, of a doped semicon-
ductor thermometer. This effect is widely thought of as a decoupling between the electrons
in the thermometer system and the lattice. The problem can be offset by lowering the ther-
mal conductance of the support beams, which would lower the optimum bias power, but
then the thermal response time would increase and the sensor would become more sensitive
to absorbed power that is radiated (e.g., IR) or conducted into the thermometer through
wiring. For higher net densities, the value of To and resistance are decreased and the device
becomes insensitive simply because of the smaller value of dR/dT.
Ion-implanted thermometers can also exhibit current noise. As the bias voltage is applied
to the sensor, voltage noise in excess of the thermometer Johnson noise appears that is
proportional to the current flowing through the thermistor. This noise component has a 1/f
power spectrum and a magnitude that scales inversely with the square-root of the volume
of the ion-implanted area and with the thermometer sensitivity (McCammon et al. 1993).
The overall optimum value of To, and ultimately the energy resolution, are determined by
an optimum size and net density for ion-implanted thermometers and thermal conductance
that minimizes the effects of thermistor heat capacity, thermistor decoupling, and current
noise. A quantitative tradeoff has yet to be fully completed, and it is likely that signif-
icant improvements can be achieved with microcalorimeters using doped semiconductor
thermometers. At the present time, a value for To "_ 6 K and a thermal conductance of
4 x 10 -ii W/K at 0.1 K appears to be about optimal with respect to these effects in ion
implanted Si microcalorimeters.
3.4 Absorbers for Semiconductor Thermometer Calorimeters
The choice of an absorber for a microcalorimeter with a semiconductor thermometer is
determined by a number of effects. In general, the optimum choice for the absorber is
a material that has the highest X-ray opacity per unit heat capacity. This would allow
the largest volume of material to be used for a specified quantum efficiency and energy
resolution. This larger volume can be used to increase the quantum efficiency at higher
energies by making the absorber thicker or to increase the area of the pixel to obtain a
larger field-of-view. However, as the heat capacity of the absorber is reduced, the fractional
temperature change of the microcalorimeter, 5T/T, increases as approximately 1/C and
the pulse amplitude will become non-linear with increasing energy. This introduces a non-
linearity in the pulse response that degrades the energy resolution with increasing energy.
There is thus an optimum heat capacity depending on the energy band of interest and other
detector parameters, such as the heat capacity of the thermometer system.
Superconductors have long been recognized as potential candidates for X-ray absorbers.
Well below the superconducting transition the electronic specific heat freezes out leaving
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only the lattice Debyeheatcapacity,whichscalesas (T/OD) 3, where OD is the Debye
temperature. Superconducting tin has worked well as an X-ray absorber in bulk form and
has a heat capacity that is 2.6 times lower than HgTe. High Z superconductors such as Os
and Re should have much lower heat capacity and could ultimately be used for large volume
absorber applications, but there are reasons to expect that superconductors with high _}D
may not work well as X-ray thermalizers for microcalorimeters (e.g., Zehnder 1995). Indeed
tests with Re have generally produced worse results than HgTe and Sn absorbers. A long,
secondary time constant on the pulse response is generally found and poor resolution. This
behavior suggests an additional, weakly coupled heat capacity (it is difficult to obtain high-
purity samples of refractory metals such as Re), or long recombination times that broken
Cooper pairs (_ free electrons or quasiparticles) can have at temperatures below 0.1 K.
There are techniques that can be applied to assist quasiparticle recombination if this is the
major problem. Tests of Ta films with a layer of Au to promote quasiparticle recombination
have shown promise but have not been repeatable.
One of the most important aspects in determining the performance of an X-ray microcalorime-
ter is how the absorber is attached to the thermometer. Epoxy is most often used and has a
large specific heat. Using microscopic quantities of epoxy can be problematic for controlling
the mechanical and thermal properties of the bond. For example if the thermal conductance
is too high, a position dependence to the pulse response may arise due to the finite thermal
conductance across the absorber. Other bonding techniques, such as indium bump bonding,
are being investigated.
3.5 New Technologies for Semiconductor Thermometers
A promising new silicon thermometer technology, epitaxially grown doped silicon thermis-
tors, has emerged from the observation that the low temperature growth conditions used
during the manufacture of epitaxial silicon may produce a superior silicon thermistor. The
process has the added advantage of high uniformity and reproducibility over large areas and
may develop into an efficient, inexpensive, silicon microcalorimeter array technology. The
epitaxially grown layers offer a high degree of dopant activation, which may yield a lower
heat capacity thermistor. At the very least, this offers a range of doping and geometric
parameters inaccessible to ion implantation and neutron transmutation methods.
Starting with a substrate of high purity silicon, a layer of epitaxiai silicon is grown by means
of chemical vapor deposition. The doping of the epitaxial layer takes place in the vapor
phase of the processing. Measurements have demonstrated that the gradients of resistance
vs. temperature are of the same order as the best currently found in NTD germanium.
However, this technique offers a greater range of dopant concentration without damage to
the crystals (from ion implantation) and a greater range of compensation doping than is
possible in NTD germanium. This opens the possibility for tuning the responsivity, a, for
the desired temperature range and perhaps lowering current noise.
The doped epitaxial layer is grown on a silicon substrate and is therefore in intimate contact
with it. Common solid-state etching procedures can be used to design the size and shape
of the epitaxial thermistor. These epitaxial layers have been grown on three inch diameter
silicon wafers making it possible to extract hundreds of thermal sensors. Epitaxially-doped
Ge on a pure Si substrate is also being pursued. Ge may be preferred over Si for the
detector matrix because the dopant heat capacity per unit volume is significantly lower in
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theformer,allowinglargerthermistors.EpitaxialGeoffersthesameadvantagesasepitaxial
Si as a sensormaterial: increasedflexibility in optimizingperformanceand in producing
integrateddetectorarrays. A Si-Gebuffer layerwith gradedcompositionis grownon a
siliconsubstrate,anda dopedepitaxialGedetectorlayeris thengrownon the buffer layer.
3.6 Superconducting Transition Edge Thermometers
Many of the limitations that have been identified with semiconductor thermometers can
potentially be overcome with a thermometer that can achieve much higher c_. The use of a
superconducting transition edge thermometer operating in extreme negative electrothermal
feedback mode has been explored in detail and substantial experimental work is now under
way by Irwin et al. (1996a,b). With values of c_ as high as 1000 (already achieved) it
should be possible to improve the energy resolution by an order of magnitude over existing
microcalorimeters. A large value of _ allows a greater margin on heat capacity. Indeed the
small temperature range of the transition requires a minimum heat capacity large enough to
keep the temperature excursion within the transition. This minimum is larger than the heat
capacity of the XRS calorimeters yet the device can still deliver higher resolution because of
the much higher value of c_. A normal metal can now be considered as a practical absorber.
Beside the improved energy resolution made possible with a transition edge sensor is the
associated improvement in detector speed. The higher level of electrothermal feedback
decreases the pulse response time by a large factor (> 100) compared to C/G, allowing
significantly higher counting rates to be handled before pile-up effects degrade the energy
resolution. The stable feedback may also allow some relaxation of the temperature stability
of the heat sink.
The low impedance of the sensor means that a SQUID (Superconducting QUantum Interfer-
ence Device) amplifier can be used. This is the lowest noise current amplifier available and
could also significantly reduce the amplifier heat load into long-duration cryogenic systems
compared with the JFETs required by semiconductor thermometers. The low impedance
(typically less than an ohm) also means that the sensitivity to capacitively coupled micro-
phonics would be reduced.
It may be possible to fabricate large monolithic arrays of TES microcalorimeters by using
electron-phonon decoupling or boundary resistance as the thermal link to the heat sink
rather than delicate etched Si structures currently in use. This would depend on the ultimate
temperature of operation. The larger heat capacity budget means that normal metals can
be used for the absorber, which are are easily deposited and could contribute to simplified
array fabrication.
3.7 Larger Arrays of Microcalorimeters
The long focal lengths likely required for the next generation of X-ray observatories means
that large focal plane arrays are necessary in order to subtend a reasonable field-of-view.
An X-ray mirror system with an 8 meter focal length will have a plate scale of 26"/mm.
This means that a 10' x 10' FOV would require an array size of 23 mm on a side. For
comparison, the array being developed for the Astro-E/XRS measures less than 4 mm on
a side. To achieve larger fields-of-view with pixel sizes that at least partially over-sample
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the point spreadfunction of the mirror will requirearrayswith 5" pixels (0.2 mm on a
side).For a 2.5'FOV, a 30x 30pixelarrayis requiredanda 10'FOV requiresa 120x 120
pixel array. To achievesucharraysizesnecessitatesthe developmentof absorberschemes
that areintegralto the devicefabricationandmultiplexedamplifierschemes.Consideration
will alsohaveto begivento minimizingcryogenheat loadsthroughproper isolationand
anchoringof co-locatedelectronics(e.g.,JFETsandSQUIDs)and thedown-streamdigital
electronicsfor dealingwith so manychannels.Emphasisshouldprobably be placedon
array fabricationthat is basedon buildingup largearraysfrom smallsub-arraysthat can
bepretestedandscreened.
3.8 The Path Toward Higher Spectral Resolution
Higher spectral resolution should be achievable by pursuing both existing semiconductor
thermometer microcalorimeters and especially the transition edge sensors. The theoretical
resolution of microcalorimeters with semiconductor thermometers is a few eV (at least at
lower energies) and has not yet been realized. Improvements in these devices will require
careful optimization of the thermometer parameters and improving the absorbers and ab-
sorber attachment. These problems may be obviated by the rapid progress on transition
edge sensors and higher speed SQUIDs. The ultimate resolution of these devices will prob-
ably depend on the extent to which non-ideal effects can be controlled, but at the present
time it appears that significant improvements in resolution can be achieved and that this
approach should be vigorously pursued. An energy resolution of better than 8 eV has
already been reported and the prospects are good for substantial near-term improvement.
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10.
Metrics
Use existing microcalorimeter technology with a low heat capacity absorber to demon-
strate that 2 eV resolution is indeed feasible using microcalorimeter technology.
Optimize the sensitivity parameter, c_, for ion-implanted, NTD and doped epitaxial
silicon/germanium thermometer microcalorimeters. Specifically, determine the opti-
mum thermometer area, thickness, aspect ratio, value of c_ and thermal conductance
for maximum signal-to-noise.
Measure the X-ray thermalization of superconductors with low Debye heat capacity
and high opacity (e.g., high quality samples of Os and Re).
Establish the best absorber for microcalorimeters with semiconductor (i.e., ion-implanted
Si or NTD Ge) thermometers.
Quantify the tradeoff between highest energy resolution and counting rate handling
capacity and incorporate this into the design of subsequent microcalorimeter arrays
based on evaluation of likely X-ray optics (collecting area and point spread function).
Fabricate small microcalorimeter arrays with semiconductor thermometers and opti-
mal absorber material to establish the best possible energy resolution.
Fabricate larger format microcalorimeter array (e.g., 10 x 10 or greater) based on this
technology to establish the readiness of large array technology.
Develop integrated SQUID arrays or multiplex schemes to allow for reading out large
numbers of TES pixels.
Fabricate small number TES arrays to establish energy resolution performance.
Fabricate large format (e.g., 30 x 30) TES arrays to establish readiness of array tech-
nology.
3.11 Mission Criticality
The development of a microcalorimeter array with an energy resolution of --_ 2 eV is critical
to the success of HTXS. In addition, the high quantum efficiency simultaneously over the
full 0.3 - 12 energy band pass coupled with pile-up free throughput of 100 Hz per pixel is
essential for the success of the mission.
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3.12 Milestones for Calorimeter Development
Milestone Year
Phase i:
Fabricate operational microcalorimeter array designed
to achieve 2 eV resolution below i key
Fabricate operational TES devices with 2 eV resolution
above 1 keV
Demonstrate SQUID amplifier readout scheme appropriate
for instrumenting a 30 x 30 TES array
Fabricate test devices to map out parameter space for the
noise and sensitivity performance of ion-planted silicon and
NTD germanium thermistors
Fabricate epitaxial silicon thermistors
Incorporate superconducting X-ray absorbers into
calorimeters using silicon or germanium thermistors and
evaluate performance
Fabricate operational semiconductor microcalorimeter with
2 eV resolution above 1 keV
Demonstrate FET amplifier assembly appropriate
for instrumenting a 30 x 30 semiconductor calorimeter array
12/97
09/98
12/98
12/97
03/98
06/98
09/98
12/98
Select primary technology 06/99
Phase 2:
Develop bread board model of 30 x 30 array with
primary technology
12/99
Final selection of technology for HTXS 12/00
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4 The Reflection Grating Array
4.1 Introduction
The baseline reflection grating spectrometer design for HTXS involves an array of thin
reflection gratings mounted at grazing incidence to the beam immediately behind the Spec-
troscopy X-Ray Telescope optics. The grating array covers only the outer half of the tele-
scope shells and the gratings are spaced so as to "pick off' only -_ 50% of the light passing
through. The remaining 50% of the light from the outer shells, and all of the light from the
inner shells, passes undeflected through the grating array to the quantum micro-calorimeter
at the telescope focus. The light picked off by the gratings is dispersed to a strip of CCD
detectors offset in the dispersion direction at the telescope focal plane. The gratings are all
mounted at the same incident graze angle with respect to the ray passing through grating
center, and they are positioned on a Rowland torus which also contains the telescope focus
and the CCD detectors. This configuration eliminates the comatic aberrations which would
otherwise result from the array geometry. There are additional aberrations caused by the
convergence of the beam intercepted by each individual grating. These are removed by
slightly varying the groove spacing over the length of the grating.
The spectral resolution of the spectrometer is determined by a number of factors, including
(in descending order of importance): (1) the angular resolution of the telescope, (2) the
flatness of individual gratings, (3) the relative alignment of individual gratings within the
array, (4) the accuracy of the groove spacing, and (5) the spatial resolution of the detector.
To achieve the desired resolution for HTXS, all terms except the first should be kept as
small as possible. This requires -_ arc-second flatness for the as aligned gratings, and ,-_
arc-second positioning and stability within the overall array. The latter leads to positional
tolerances at the level of _ 1 micron or so.
The other science performance aspects of the spectrometer are determined by the quality of
the rulings on the individual gratings. In particular, the diffraction efficiency as a function
of wavelength (directly proportional to the effective area) is determined by the mean groove
profile. Maximal efficiency for a desired central wavelength is obtained for a "blazed" profile,
where the groove is triangular in shape, i.e. the groove "facet" is tilted at a particular angle,
the "blaze angle", relative to the grating plane. For the design parameters of HTXS, this
blaze angle is --_ 1 degree, and the mean line spacing is _ 2 microns, so the groove height
is only _ 400 Angstroms. Nonuniformities from groove to groove can lead to small angle
scatter, which can lead either to a degradation in resolution or a loss of efficiency, depending
on spatial scale. Finally, microroughness within a groove leads to large angle scatter, which
both decreases the diffraction efficiency and increases background.
4.2 Current Status
The baseline design described above follows closely the design adopted for the Reflection
Grating Spectrometer (RGS) under development for XMM by Columbia University, and, to
a significant degree, the requisite technology has been demonstrated in connection with that
program. The RGS gratings are produced by epoxy replication onto thin SiC substrates,
which are machined to the required flatness from hot, isotatically pressed SiC blocks. The
substrate geometry involves a thin face sheet with several "ribs" on the rear side, oriented
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alongthe directionof the incominglight for minimalobscuration,that provideaddedstiff-
nessin the critical direction. The gratingsaremountedagainstfour coplanar"bosses",
whichareprecision-machinedinto alignmentrailsthat are,in turn mountedandalignedon
a monolithicintegratingstructure. The toleranceson the bosspositionsare +/- 1.25mi-
crons.The integratingstructureis fabricatedfrom a billet of 1-250gradeberyllium,which
hasbeenlightweightedusingelectricaldischargemachiningto minimizeresidualstress.The
total gratingarraymassfor the XMM-RGSis 60kg, roughly20kg of which is takenup by
the gratingsthemselves.
ForHTXS the principaltechnicalchallengeassociatedwith this baselinedesignwill involve
scalingto considerablylargerareawithout incurringthe expectedlinearextrapolationin
massandcost. In addition,a ratherdifferentapproachto the fabricationof the integrating
structuremaybeappropriate,giventhat thearrayisplannedto coveronly anouterannulus
of the telescopemirror shells.Massandcostreduction,with no lossin alignmentprecision,
is the keytechnicaldriver. In this context,othermaterialschoicesshouldbe investigated,
asdetailedbelow.
A secondtechnicalchallengewill involveimprovingthe scientificperformanceof the grat-
ings,particularly in terms of efficiencyand scattering.For XMM, mastergratingswere
fabricatedby twodifferentprocesses:(1) directmechanicalruling into a goldcoating;and
(2) holographyfollowedby ion etchingontoa glasssubstrate.Themechanicallyruledmas-
ter (whichisbeingusedfor theflight gratings)exhibitedgoodfidelity to thedesiredgroove
shape,but only ,_ 70% of theoretical diffraction efficiency, and significant scatter, indicative
of roughness at the 10 Angstrom level or higher. The holographic grating exhibited near
theoretical diffraction efficiency in first order, and low scatter, but some errors in the line
spacing, which could lead to ghosts and or resolution degradation. In addition, a change in
blaze angle was encountered during the replication process, indicative of grating "fatigue"
due to excessive replication. This could be a serious issue for HTXS given the large number
of gratings which will be required. Clearly, further technology development in the area of
master grating fabrication and/or replication is warranted.
4.3 Technology Requirements
4.3.1 Mass Reduction
For significant mass reduction over the XMM design, further lightweighting must be achieved
in both the integrating structure which holds the gratings, and in the gratings themselves.
We discuss these two aspects separately below.
. Lightweighting the integrating structure. For XMM, the reflection grating array is a
separate deliverable unit, designed specifically for minimal interfaces with the design
of the telescope module and the rest of the spacecraft. As such, it contains its own
integrating structure which is kinematically mounted to a support ring attached to
the telescope. For HTXS, a more "holistic" design can be envisaged, wherein the
telescope and grating arrays form a single integral optics package with a single inte-
grating structure. This requires design iteration and finite element modeling for the
two components. A full spectrum of possible materials choices should be considered,
including beryllium, advanced ceramics, metal matrix composities, and carbon-fiber
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.reinforced plastics.
Lightweighting the gratings. The alignment approach adopted for XMM, wherein the
individual gratings are mounted against four coplanar precision bosses, suggests that
the gratings need not necessarily be rigid, stiff structures. As such, replication onto
very light, flexible carriers, like mylar films, or glass microsheets might be possible.
This has not yet been attempted for X-ray diffraction gratings, although thin mylar
reflection gratings and other microstructures have been fabricated for optical appli-
cations. Issues that must be investigated are the fidelity of the replication process on
flexible films, and the flatness and removal of "ripples" in the as-mounted configura-
tion. Use of such alternative substrates could also lead to substantial cost reduction
for the production of the large number of gratings required.
4.3.2 Improved Scientific Performance
As discussed above, the scientific performance of the gratings is primarily a function of
the groove properties, which are in turn determined by the master fabrication process and
the method of replication. Improvements over XMM might be expected from alternative
methodologies. One exciting possibility involves the direct fabrication of the gratings via
advanced scanning beam techniques, as developed, for example, at the Space Microstruc-
tures Laboratory at MIT. Atomically smooth grating facets with near perfect blazed groove
profiles and no roughness may feasible with this approach. In addition, gratings can be pro-
duced directly onto thin silicon wafers, so that replication may not be required to produce
the large number of gratings necessary to fill the array.
4.4 Metrics
The metrics for the technology development in the reflection grating array follow directly
from the requirements discussed above. In the area of weight reduction, we are looking
for a factor 3-4 reduction of mass per unit area over that achieved by XMM, with no loss
in alignment precision or stability. In the area of scientific performance, we are looking
for > 95% of theoretical diffraction efficiency with scatter indicative of roughness at the 3
Angstrom level or less.
4.5 Mission Criticality
The reflection grating spectrometer is essential for the scientific objectives of the HTXS
mission, so as to ensure that the requisite spectral resolution and effective area can be
achieved in the line-rich spectral range below 1 keV. Significant weight reduction over the
XMM design is required to meet the design weight for the grating component of the payload.
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4.6 Milestones for Grating Development
Milestone Date
Mass Reduction Program:
Design of integral integrating structure for telescope and
grating array 1997
Development of replication onto lightweight, flexible
substrates 1999
Scientific Performance Program:
First fabrication of prototype gratings using scanning beam
techniques
Investigation of production fabrication of gratings
1997
1998
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5 CCDs
5.1 Introduction
CCDs are relatively mature technology, having been used on at least a dozen current and
developing missions. Science grade CCDs, especially those of use to X-ray astronomy, are
still not off-the-shelf items. In addition to the existing needs for excellent background
rejection, ultra-low readnoise, and good low energy quantum efficiency, the HTXS mission
will place an extreme premium on low power, and low weight with chip formats that are
optimized for grating spectroscopy readout.
The low power requirement can primarily be met by decreasing the overall "pixel rate",
through reducing the number of pixels in the cross-dispersion direction as well as decreasing
the frame rate. Pixel dimensions for optimal sampling are also quite large for HTXS;
furthermore, the pixels should be rectangular in shape. Since the chips do not have to have
as high intrinsic spectral resolution as imaging spectrometers require (because the intrinsic
resolution is only used for order separation) the larger pixel's effect on combining single
events and split events is tolerable.
Low-energy quantum efficiency has been problematic for CCD developers. Two competing
techniques are currently in use to achieve enhanced low-energy response. The AXAF ACIS
and XMM RGS programs are using back-side illuminated (BI) devices. In this approach
the CCDs are fabricated much the same as a normal front-side CCD, but a final thinning
stage removes the substrate material from the back of the CCD, until only depletion region
material remains. Then if the CCD is illuminated from this backside the only absorbing
material an incident X-ray sees is a tiny (tens of Angstroms thick) native oxide layer,
which forms on the silicon. Although this approach offers the theoretical best efficiency,
the demonstrated device yield of the backside fabrication process is very low. The RGS BI
chips exhibit a 2000/_ layer of incomplete collection efficiency, and the ACIS BI chips have
an unexplained poor energy resolution below 1 keV.
A second approach to improving low energy quantum efficiency has been pursued for the
XMM EPIC experiment. Rather than trying to thin the backside of the chip, one of the
MOS gate structures is made exceedingly thin. As this gate can cover up to 2/3 of the CCD
area, it offers a substantial improvement at low energy. By using multiple samplings of the
same charge packet, it is possible to reduce readnoise to less than one electron rms, allowing
single photon detections at A1 L and Si L (recently reported by the Penn State group). The
current device is not suitable for flight because the multiple readouts must utilize the same
output sampling circuitry, slowing the effective readout rate to impractical levels.
A third approach to improving low energy quantum efficiency has recently been proposed
by the MIT group. Based on a novel, ultrathin resistive-gate CCD (RGCCD) geometry,
this approach naturally produces a rectangular pixel geometry, and operates with device
and clocking power levels 10-20 times lower than conventional MOS devices. Yield levels for
the RGCCD process axe very promising, based on the two-fold reduction in the number of
processing steps and the immunity of the RGCCD to interlevel shorts. Readout noise levels
of less than 1 electron RMS should be readily achieved. The RGCCD design is intrinsically
radiation hard, since the only significant trapping losses will occur under doped gate regions,
which occupy less than 570 of the device area. Thus, RGCCDs should be more than an
order of magnitude harder to displacement damage than are conventional MOS CCDs.
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Weproposeto followa two-prongedapproachto developthenewCCDdesignsthat HTXS
needs.Oneapproachwill pursuethinned-gateCCDswith serialchargesamplingoutput
gatessuitable to high readoutrates. Anotherapproachwill developthe RGCCD. Both
programswill perform thesedevelopmentson CCD formatswhich will be aimedat the
needsof the HTXS gratingreadout,i.e. low powerand long formatsin the dispersion
direction.
The ACIS andXMM RGSCCD programshaveproducedonly a handfulof flyableBI de-
vices,albeit with excellentlow energyquantumefficiency,roughlya factor of two times
better than conventionalfront-sideCCDs. Both the XMM EPIC (demonstrated)and
RGCCD (estimated)approachesprovidelow energyquantumefficiencya factor of 1.5-
1.7timesbetter than conventionalfront-sideCCDs.It is our viewthat the largernumber
of low energy-sensitiveCCDsrequiredfor HTXS (5-6 timesmorethan AXAF) mandate
developmentof morerobustprocessingtechnologiesthan usedin producingthinned,back
illuminatedCCDs. All technologiesfor producingthinned,BI CCDsof whichweareaware
incorporateuncomfortablylargeamountsof incompletelyunderstood"black art", which
tendsto rely on the expertiseof 1 or 2 keypeople.Achievinga scientificunderstanding
of the BI CCD recipe,and providingfor the transferof the knowledgeto productionof
flight devices5-7 yearsin thefuture (necessarilyusinga latergenerationof semiconductor
fabrication facilities)wouldrequireanextraordinarycommitmentof resources,and entail
high programmaticrisk. Hence,wedonot recommendthe BI CCDapproachfor HTXS.
HTXS will benefitgreatlyfrom the useof thin optical blockingfilters (OBFs),sinceonly
diffractedlight will striketheCCDs.Wealsoplan to experimentwith techniquesfor direct
depositionof filter materialon theCCDs,whichcanreducetheX-rayattenuationby OBFs
evenmore.
5.2 Metrics
The specificgoalsof CCD developmentneededfor HTXS are clear. The programmust
deliver chipswhich will equalthe ACIS/EPICCCDsin depletiondepth (60microns; for
backgroundrejectionandhighenergyquantumefficiency),deliverat leasttheequivalentof
four electronsreadnoiseenergyresolution(120eV at 6 keV;55eVat 1keV); and provide
low energyquantumefficiencycomparableto the ACISback-sideilluminatedCCDs(50%
at 0.5keV).
The HTXS CCDcamerasandsignalchainsmustprovideexcellentperformance,yet require
muchlowermassandpowerthanthoseofpreviousmissions.A promisingsystemsapproach
is to establishmetricson the cameradesigns(whichwill critically dependon the chip
characteristics).Optimizationwill includetradingoff numbersof readoutsignalchains,the
degreeof multiplexingin processors,and complexityin synchronizingreadouts.
Thus,the weightandpowermetric for the HTXS CCD arraywill requirea cameradesign
basedon a total powerof lessthan 20W, and a masslimit of 50kg, for a CCD array245
mm in length. (Thepoweris tentimeslowerthan AXAF, the massmorethan two times
lowerand the linearextentis 5/3 theAXAF maximumextent.)
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5.3 Mission Criticality
The CCD/grating combinationis centralto the low energy0.25-1.0keV spectralperfor-
manceof theHTXS mission,if theoptimumcalorimeteris developedthe cross-overoccurs
at 1 keV. Enormousnumbersof X-ray linesare found in this spectralregion, including
the O linecomplex(arguablythe dominantX-ray line in the Universe)and the FeL line
complexes,critical for understandingof theK linecounterparts.If the calorimeteris unable
to meetthe6 eV goal,a fall backwill be to reoptimizethe gratingto operateup to higher
energies.For examplewith a moreconservative6eV predictionthe cross-overpoint of the
energyresolutionbetweenthe CCDsandcalorimeteroccursat 2 keV.
The CCDsalsoprovidea longevityto the missionafter the cryogenis exhaustedon the
calorimeterbecausethe CCDshaveno expendables.Experiencefrom the ROSATand
Einstein missionshas shownthat significantusefulscientificresultshavebeenachieved
by operatingthe missionwith the long-livedinstrumentsafter the expendibleshavebeen
consumed.TheROSATHRI hascontinuedoperationsfor severalyearsafter the PSPCran
out of gas;the Einsteinmissionsimilarlyfunctionedafterthe SSSran out of cryogen.
Unlessthe requiredimprovementsin CCDsareprovided,a missionprofile which accom-
modatesthe full packageof CCD/XRS/HXT maynot bepossible,whichcompromisesthe
scientificbalanceof the mission.
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5.4 Milestones for CCD Development
Timelineand milestonesfor Resistive-GateCharge-CoupledDevices(RG) CCDs.
FY 1997Begindesignworkona masksetcomprisingseveraldesignoptionsfor the
deviceand a varietyof processtest structures;Beginprocessexperimentsto produce
resistivepolysiliconlayersof thedesiredsheetresistivity;Measureexistingtestdevices
that incorporateperimeterguardringsthat allowbiasingof the substrate.
FY 1998Beginprocessinga 22-waferlot of the newdesign;Completefirst lot and
conductinitial waferprobing(shorts/openstestsat roomtemperature);Secondsetof
waferprobingtestsat temperaturesdownto about -60Cto measurecharge-transfer
inefficiency(CTI) anddarkcurrent;Packagesampledevicesin standard72-pinkovar
package;Designcustomanalogchipincorporatinga correlateddoublesamplerand a
leveldiscriminator.
FY 1999Fabricatea secondlot of RGCCDs,incorporatingthe bestchoiceof design
parametersestablishedfrom testingthe first lot of devices;Packagesamplesand test
for radiation hardnessusing40MeVprotons;Fabricateandtest customanalogchip.
FY2000If selectedasthe baselineapproachthen fabricatea third lot of RGCCDs;
FabricatesampleRGCCDfocal plane; Assembleand test breadboardelectronics;
Evaluateperformance(mass,power,noise)with sampleRGCCDfocalplane.
Timelineandmilestonesfor thinned-gate,multipleFloatingGateAmplifier (FGA) CCDs.
FY1997CompleteCCD designand cameraanalogelectronicsdesign;Design,build
and test improvedlownoiseFGA outputs;DemonstrateserialFGA output on small
test CCDs;Evaluatethin-gatestructureswith largepixelsonsmalltest CCDs.
• FY1998Fabricatefirst lot of flight prototypeCCDs.
• FY1999Completescientificevaluationof first lot; Fabricatesecondlot of flight pro-
totype CCDs;Completescientificevaluationof secondlot of CCDs.
FY2000If selectedasthe baselineapproachthen fabricatesampleFGA CCD focal
plane;Assembleandtestbreadboardelectronics;Evaluateperformance(mass,power,
noise)with sampleFGA CCD focalplane.
The technologydevelopmentapproachwill be to pursueboth technologiesalongparallel
paths,andmakeafinal selectionin December1999.Thisselectionwill bebasedonmeeting
the requiredperformanceand may be movedforward if the technologyis not meeting
expectations.At thepresenttime, theRGCCDsappearto bethe mostpromisingandthis
will beusedasthebaselineto bepursued.Wewill alsomaintainanFGA CCDdevelopment
programasa fall backoption.
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6 The Cryogenics Subsystems
6.0.1 Technology Requirement
The HTXS instrumentation includes X-ray calorimeters which must operate at a tempera-
ture of approximately 65 mK, attained through active cooling. Six individual but identical
satellites are proposed for the mission and will be launched sequentially every three to four
months into an L2 orbit. To achieve a reasonable total science mission, a 5 year lifetime
on expendables (including stored cryogens) is required for each satellite. A Delta 7925 H
has a lift capability of 1600 kg to L2, with a 9.5 ft fairing. The dimensions and capability
of the Delta 7925 H impose restrictions on the HTXS mission by requiring minimization
of mass and volume of all components. To meet these requirements, we propose the use
of a mechanical cooler to decrease the mass and size of the stored cryogen system, while
simultaneously extending the lifetime. It should be noted a mechanical cooler with virtually
identical requirements is required in the Origins program.
6.1 The Possible Options
The cryogenic subsystem of HTXS must provide the sub-Kelvin operating temperature
required by the calorimeters, within a fairly severe envelope of weight, power, size and cost
constraints. While a system like that being created for the Astro-E X-ray Spectrometer
(XRS) could be developed to meet the HTXS requirements, it would consume a large
fraction of the available resources, and would be the system which limited the duration of
the mission. In this section we outline our planned investigations for development of the
technologies that would permit the construction of simpler, longer-lived cryogenic systems.
There are three main subsystems involved in the existing XRS cryogenic design; a solid
neon dewar to provide cooling from ambient down to 17 K, a superfluid helium cryostat to
provide cooling from 17 K to 1.4 K, and an adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator (ADR)
to provide cooling from 1.4 K down to 0.065 K. Such a dual-cryogen system, similar to the
XRS design, was studied for use on HTXS as currently available technology. The L2 orbit
provides a major benefit to the lifetime, because it moves the cryostat far from the warming
influence of the Earth. Outer shell temperatures of _ 170K can be achieved, compared to
230-240K in low earth orbit. The simplest design for HTXS consists of a 330 1 dewar of
superfluid helium with three vapor cooled shields with an ADR used to achieve the 65 mK
for the detectors. This design, similar to one being used for the SIRTF mission, utilizes
immediately available technology and would be capable of achieving the required 5 year
lifetime, but at cost of weight and overall size which could limit mission capability.
We are considering two options for improved cryogenic cooling systems for HTXS:
1. Option 1: A mechanical cooler is used to intercept much of the external heat load
onto the helium cryostat. Such a system could be smaller and lighter, at the cost of
increased power, but its lifetime would still be limited by consumption of the helium.
2. Option 2: The helium cryostat in option 1 is replaced by a more advanced mechanical
cooler, delivering lower temperatures. This second cooler would be used as the first
cooling stage for an advanced sub-Kelvin system which would probably have to reject
heat at a higher temperature.
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A systemusingthe first option couldbeavailableby the endof 1999whilea systemusing
the secondmight not be availableuntil the endof 2002(althoughcouldbeacceleratedif
sufficientresourceswereallocated).The first option is sufficientto meetthe weightand
lifetimerequirementsof HTXS.
Thereareseveralformsof mechanicalcoolerswhichcouldbeused.All of themfunctionby
compressinga workingfluid, allowingthe compressedfluid to equilibratewith a heatsink,
movingthe fluid to the coldend,allowingthe fluid to expand,and thenhavingthe fluid
absorbheat. At least two coolerswith highpotential of meetingthe HTXS requirements
areunderdevelopment,aminiatureturbo-Braytoncyclecooleranda sorptioncooler.
Theturbo-Braytonmachineisarecuperativetypecooler,usingcounterflowheatexchangers
to exchangethe heatbetweenthe workingfluid leavingthe coldendandtheworkingfluid
approachingthecoldend.Recuperativecyclecoolersdonot requirereciprocatingparts,but
insteadutilizeturbinesthat donot producetheappreciablelevelsof vibrationproducedby
regenerativetype machinessuchasthe Stirlingcyclecoolers.A 65K turbo-Braytoncycle
cooleris currently undergoinglife test anda critical technologydemonstrationis planned
for componentsof a 6 to 8 K versionin 1997.If this technologydemonstrationis successful,
the 6 to 8 K coolercouldbemadereadyfor flight productionby theyear2000.
Sorptioncoolingworksbysequentiallyheatingandcoolingaspecializedmetalalloypowder
that absorbstherefrigerant.Thepowderis heatedto pressurizetherefrigerant,thencooled
to reducethe pressure,circulatingthe refrigerantthroughthe system.The refrigerantis
expanded,usingJouleexpansion,at the cold,producingthe final coolingtemperature.A
technologydemonstrationof a 10K, continuouslyoperatingsorptioncooleris plannedby
JPL for FY97.
In addition,wewill continueto investigatealternatecoolers,suchasStirling coolers. In
the Stirling cyclecoolersbeingdeveloped,the compressionand expansionareperformed
with pistons,or diaphragms.Two-stageStirlingcoolerscanachievetemperaturesof 35K
andthereis the possibilityof reaching20K if the heatrejectiontemperatureis reducedto
approximately200K,whichwouldbe feasiblein the orbitsbeingconsideredfor HTXS.
6.2 Success Criteria
The first success criteria for both systems is to provide a stable operating temperature of
nominally 0.065 K for the detector array. The second success criteria for both approaches
is a system with a highly reliable lifetime of at least 5 years. The third requirement is to
deliver a system within the weight budget of the mission.
The first system accomplishes these goals by limiting the heat input to the stored liquid
helium system and dramactically reducing the volume of cryogen. The first system will
have a total mass of < 130 kg (8 kg for the turbo-Brayton, 110 kg for the XRS-style dewar,
and 10 kg for the ADR) and will require less than 100 watts of input power. The second
system will have a total mass of less than 50 kg (10 kg for the turbo-Brayton, 20 kg for
the ADR and 20 kg for the very small cryostat containing the ADR and detectors) and will
require less than 150 watts of input power.
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6.3 Option 1: Cryocooler, stored liquid helium and sub-Kelvin cooler
Three different coolers could be used to provide the low thermal shield temperature required
to extend the lifetime of the liquid helium, namely the miniature turbo-Brayton cooler, the
sorption cooler or the 2-stage Stirling cooler. The miniature turbo-Brayton cooler and the
sorption cooler axe essentially vibration free, but at this time, neither cooler technology has
demonstrated continuous cooling at or below 10 K. A technology demonstration is underway
for each cooler during 1997.
Turbo-Brayton cooler technology has many excellent features, including essentially vibra-
tion free operation, large cooling power per unit mass and volume, high thermodynamic
efficiency, and ease of integration. Until recently, only large cooling capacity coolers could be
produced due to lack of technology to miniaturize the components for space. A specialized
robotic electron discharge milling machine has been commercially developed to produce the
miniature turbines required for the compressor and turboalternator for the system. New
counterflow heat exchanger designs have also been developed enabling greater efficiency.
The high speed compressor turbine, supported by gas bearings, typically rotates at approx-
imately 300,000 RPM. A demonstration shaft and bearings have been on life testing for
over 12 years with no degradation in performance. Turbo-Brayton cooler units have been
produced that operate at higher temperatures and cooling powers, the challenge for the
new system is the redesign of the systems to operate with helium instead of neon as the
working fluid and to maintain reasonable efficiencies while working with the non-ideal gas
properties of the working fluid.
Sorption cooler technology has made significant progress over the last few years with demon-
stration of 16K continuous operation and with flight of a 10K periodic sorption cooler,
BETSCE. Proposed sorption cooler developmental programs call for operating temperature
ranges of 1.5K to 20K with low, 2 to 30 mW, cooling needs while producing negligible
vibration and EMI. Good efficiency should be obtainable at these small cooling powers.
These systems should prove to be highly reliable due to minimal moving parts, only the
valves in the system. A potential drawback to use of this system for HTXS is the need for
subcooling of the fluid at approximately 80 to 100K. This subcooling can be obtained by
use of another cooler, a Stirling was used for BETSCE, or by radiative cooling if available.
It is questionable if a large enough radiative area at an appropriate temperature will be
available on HTXS to support use of a sorption cooler.
The 2-stage Stirling can reach 35K and flight prototypes are being life-tested. It may be
possible to enhance its performance so 20 K could be achieved. This will be considered as
a fall-back option if the newer cooler technologies are not fully developed in time.
A sub-Kelvin cooler is used to provide the required 65 mK for the detectors. There are two
sub-Kelvin coolers that could conceivably be used, an ADR or a dilution refrigerator. An
ADR, which uses a magnetic cooling cycle, is much more efficient than a dilution refrigerator,
but since the heat load from the detectors can be made very small, both can be considered.
Dilution refrigerator function by mixing He3 with He4 so there are some fluid management
concerns regarding the operation in 0-g. Researchers in Europe axe studying an open-
cycle dilution refrigerator, where the fluid management is somewhat simpler, for the FIRST
mission, and we will keep abreast of the development of this interesting scheme.
The ADR is a relatively mature technology that will be flown on Astro-E. It provides a ro-
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bust final coolingstageandits only disadvantageis the requirementfor a superconducting
magnet.The magneticfield canbeshieldedbut the magnetrequiresa significantcurrent.
Theelectricalleadsfor themagnetrepresentaparasiticheatloadon thestoredcryogensys-
tem. Tolimit theeffecton the storedcryogen,XRSwill usesuperconductingcurrentleads
composedof hightemperaturesuperconductingmaterials.The lifetimeof theHTXS ADR
will beenhancedif an improvedversionof thesesuperconductingleadscanbedeveloped.
The ADR for HTXS will be an advancedversionof the onedevelopedto keepthe XRS
detectorsat 65mK. To decreasethe heatload of the ADR on the storedliquid helium,
an improvedheatswitchis required.Fourtypesof heat switcheshavebeenconsidered,an
advancedversionof the presentgasgapheatswitch,a magnetoresistanceheatswitch,a
mechanicalheat switchand a He3/He4diodeheatswitch.
ThegasgapheatswitchhasbeenunderdevelopmentformanyyearsbytheAstro-Eproject.
It is unlikelythat further breakthroughscanbemadewith that design.A detaileddesign
for amagnetoresistanceheatswitchhasbeencompleted.While theheatswitchhasagood
on/off ratio, it is too fragile to be highly reliable. The mechanicalheat switchobviously
hasthe beston/off ratio andwill bestudiedfurther overthe nextseveralyears.However,
it is a mechanismthat hasall of the usualfailuremodesof mechanisms.Therefore,the
developmentofareliable,cryogenicheatswitchwill beadifficult undertaking.TheHe3/He4
diodeheatswitchhasanexcellenton/off ratio if the warmendcanbeoperatedat 1.2K or
less,as it canon HTXS. It hasno movingpartsand wouldthereforebe a candidatefor a
highly reliableheatswitch. It is thebaselinecandidatefor the HTXShybridcoolingsystem
1. Forreasonsdescribedbelow,themechanicalheatswitchis thebaselinecandidatefor the
hybrid coolingsystem2.
TheADR ismountedinsidethesmallsuperfluidheliumdewarwhichincorporatestwovapor
cooled shields. The superfluid helium dewar can be made quite small if the heat load from
the ADR can be decreased and if the parasitic heat load can be reduced. In addition to
the mechanical cooler and ADR heat switch, improved high temperature superconducting
wires with low thermal conductivity, high strength, and high reliability are required for the
ADR magnet leads and cryogenic valve leads.
A 10 year stored cryogen lifetime is attainable with this design with the ADR heat load on
the liquid helium at less than 0.1 mW and with the cryocooler providing a thermal shield
temperature of 8 K.
6.3.1 Metrics for the Baseline Cooling System
The proposed cooling system will have a lifetime of at least 5 years with high reliability, a
mass of less than 130 kg, an input power of less than 100 watts and a total cost significantly
less than the cost of a much more massive design that uses existing technology. The stored
cryogen will have a lifetime of 10 years. The sub-Kelvin cooling system will provide the
detector array with a stable operating temperature of 65 mK for at least 2 days between
recycling. The recycling duration will be less than 2 hours.
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6.3.2 Mechanical coolers
A mechanical cooler that provides 10 to 100 mW of cooling at 5 to 10K will be developed.
Both the turbo-Brayton and sorption coolers appear to be good candidates for this develop-
ment. A miniature turbo-Brayton cooler designed to meet the HTXS cooling requirements
would require less than 100 W of input power with a radiative cooler heat sink at 300 K,
would weigh less than 8 kg and would occupy a volume of less than 1 cubic foot. Preliminary
calculations indicate that using this cooler to cool the inner vapor cooled shield to 7 K can
reduce the required helium volume from 330 1 to less than 50 1 and the total mass from 240
kg to less than 120 kg, including the mass of the cooler and ADR. Further mass reduction
may be realized if the cooler can be operated immediately before and after launch. The
large capacity of the cooler also allows for cooling the outer vapor cooled shield contributing
to the volume and mass savings. A comparative study has not yet been performed for the
sorption cooler technology. One advantage of these two cooler technologies is that they are
inherently vibration-free, in particular compared to the existing Stirling coolers.
6.3.3 Adiabatic Demagnetization Refrigerator
ADR operation and total heat load to the superfluid helium bath can be improved with
development of a more efficient heat switch. The development of a diode heat switch has
been baselined. It will improve the ADR efficiency and reduce the heat load on the stored
cryogen by more than a factor of 2, to less than 0.1 mW, while simultaneously reducing the
ADR mass by a factor of 2, to less than 4 kg. The power input to the ADR is set by the
electronics operating the ADR. The peak power will be less than 25 watts while the average
power will be much smaller.
High temperature superconducting (HTS) wire is presently being developed by industry.
A test program on samples obtained from industry is proposed to develop HTS current
leads to be used in the dewar for the ADR magnet leads and for valve leads. Low thermal
conductivity, strength, and reliability are required. The HTS current leads will provide a
current of 1.5 amps to the ADR magnet and cryogenic valves while providing a heat leak
of less than 25 microwatts to the stored liquid helium.
6.4 Hybrid Cooling System 2: A Two Stage Mechanical Cooler Design
6.4.1 Technology Requirement
Several proposed astronomy missions including the HTXS system have a desire for long
lifetimes ranging from 5 to 10 years or more. To meet these long lifetimes, it is advantageous
not to carry stored consumables. The proposed hybrid cooling system 2 is an enhancement
to the baseline design where a two stage mechanical cooler system would eliminate the
stored liquid helium system. This not only eliminates the stored cryogen but reduces the
mass by eliminating the cryogen tank, plumbing system and other hardware associated
with a stored cryogen system. This system can be pursued, when the mechanical cooler
technology has been proven.
To eliminate the stored cryogen system, the sub-Kelvin cooler must be able to cool from
the temperature attained by the cryocooler to the 65 mK operating temperature required
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by the detectors. Sinceall sub-Kelvincoolersfunction muchmoreefficientlyfrom lower
starting temperatures,it isextremelyadvantageousfor the cryocoolerto coolto the lowest
possibletemperature.
Exceptfor magneticcoolerssuchasADRs,all cryocoolersusea workingfluid asthe basis
of their thermodynamiccycle.However,thevaporpressureof all workingfluidsapproaches
zeroasthetemperatureapproachesabsolutezerosothereisa lowerlimit onhowcoldtypical
cryocoolerscanoperate. He3providesthe lowestworkingtemperature.A turbo-Brayton
coolerusingHe3as its workingfluid shouldbe ableto attain adequatecoolingfor HTXS
at temperaturesas low as3.0K Sinceothercoolingcyclesrequirehigherworkingpressure
than the turbo-Brayton,nootherknowncooler(exceptmagneticcoolers)canattain such
a low operatingtemperatureat reasonablethermodynamicefficiency.Primarily for that
reason,a turbo-BraytoncoolerusingHe3asits workingfluid is the baselinecoolerfor the
hybrid coolingsystem2.
We will alsoinvestigatein parallelthe useof a Stirling cyclecoolercoupledto a Joule-
Thomsonexpansionport to reach4 K. This is a schemethat British Aerospacehasbeen
developingfor the FIRST mission.Thetechnologyand capabilitiesto developthis cooler
existherein the U.S.
Of thesub-Kelvincooleralternatives,dilution refrigeratorscannot functionwith aheatsink
temperaturemuchabove1.0Kelvin (2.0K is a reasonablemaximumupper temperature).
This limitation resultsfrom thefact that thedilution refrigeratorcoolsby mixingHe3and
He4and thendistilling them in a separate"still". Thedistilling processwill only function
if the vaporpressureof the He4is lowcomparedto the vaporpressureof He3.Above1 K
thevaporpressureof He4risesrapidlysothat the ratioof thevaporpressureof He4to He3
isno longerasmallfractionaboveabout2K. Thus,a dilution refrigeratorisnot anoption
for the hybrid coolingsystem2.
Two realisticoptionsexist for the sub-Kelvincooler. Both of theseoptionsarebasedon
ADR technology.The two ADRapproachesareasinglestageADR anda twostageADR.
Themajor problemwith ADRtechnologyfor the HTXShybridcoolingsystem2 is the fact
that the magneticfield requiredto produceappreciablecoolingincreasesastheADR heat
sink temperatureincreases.For asinglestageADR operatingbetween3.5Kand0.065mK
the magneticfield usedby the ADR will beoptimalat about3.5tesla. This comparesto
about 1.5tesla for an ADR operatingbetweennominally1.2K to 65 mK. The increase
in the magneticfield will resultin a moremassivemagnet,particularlysincethe magnetic
shieldingrequirementis increased.Evenso,the massrequiredfor themagnetwill bemuch
lessthan the massof the heliumcryogentank beingdeletedin hybridcoolingsystem2.
The useof a two stageADR allowsthe useof two differentparamagneticsalts. The lower
temperaturestagesalt canbeoptimizedfor the coldestrequiredtemperature,namely65
mK, while thewarmerstagecanbeoptimizedfor highertemperatureoperation.Typically,
GadoliniumGallium Garnet(GGG) isusedfor the upperstage.A GGG upperstagecan
obtainefficientcoolingup to atemperatureofapproximately8Kelvinbut themagneticfield
requiredis quitelarge.While theoptimalfieldhasnot becalculated,typicalfieldsin ADRs
basedon GGG havebeenapproximately7 tesla. A field this largeresultsin a massive
magnetwith significantmagneticshieldingrequirements.In addition, the most reliable
magnetsare madewith niobium titanium wire than losesmuchof its current carrying
capacityat 7 or 8 K. Therefore,the magnetmust beevenmoremassiveto producethe
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requiredfield (or a lessreliablemagnetmustbeused).Thismassivemagnetmustbetraded
off againstthe increasedefficiencyof the cryocoolerat 8 K versustemperaturesas low as
3.5K. Experiencehasindicatedthat this is not likely to bea favorabletrade-off.
A better alternativeis to operatethe GGG stagewith a lowerheatsink temperature.An
optimization of the two-stageADR hasnot yet beenperformed.However,becauseof the
largeinfluenceof the massof the magnetin suchanoptimization,it is likely that allowing
both the upper stageto usea magnetwith a muchlower field, say2 tesla, may be a
reasonableapproximationto anoptimal system.After anoptimizationstudy is performed
on the twostageADR, atradeoff studywill beperformedto determinetherelativemerits
of usinga two-stageADR versusan singlestageADR. Becauseof the complexityof the
two stageADR, whichmustincludetwo setsof magnets,paramagneticsalt pills and heat
switches,a singlestageADR will be tentativelybaselinedfor hybrid coolingsystem2.
An alternate improvedheat switch designis requiredfor hybrid coolingsystem2. A
He3/He4diodeheatswitchwill not function at the higherADR heat sink temperature
for coolingsystem2. Thereforea gasgap heatswitchor a mechanicalheat switchmust
beused.Becauseof the difficultiesencounteredwith the gasgapheatswitchon the XRS
project, further developmentof the heat switchoptions,eithera gasgapheatswitchor a
mechanicalheatswitch,is proposed.
6.4.2 Metrics for Baseline Hybrid Cryogenic Cooling System 2
The proposed cooling system will have a lifetime of at least 5 years with high reliability,
a mass of less than 50 kg, and an input power of less than 150 watts. There will be no
stored cryogen system. The sub-Kelvin cooling system will provide the detector array with a
stable operating temperature of 65 mK for at least 2 days between recycling. The recycling
duration wilt be less than 2 hours.
6.4.3 Mechanical cooler
An advanced mechanical cooler that provides 5 to 10 mW of cooling at 3 to 5 K will be
developed. This cooler will probably require two stages, with an upper stage cooling a ther-
mal shield at a temperature between the ADR heat sink temperature and the temperature
of the radiatively cooled outer shield.
6.4.4 Adiabatic Demagnetization Refrigerator
A system design of the ADR for the HTXS hybrid cooling system 2 has not yet been
completed. Preliminary estimates show a mass of less than 20 kg. The power requirement
will be set by the electronics to operate the ADR and will be less than 30 watts peak. The
average power is quite low.
6.5 Mission criticality
The development of a 3-5 K mechanical cooler system is critical to meet the weight, volume
and lifetime requirements of the mission. This technology is also critical to several other
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future NASA programs. The development of this technology is well underway and significant
advances are expected over the coming year.
6.6 Milestones for the Cryocooler Development
Milestones Date
Mechanical Cooler:
Technology demonstration of 5 - 10 K cooler 12/97
Design 5 - i0 K engineering model cooler 6198
Complete component development 12/98
Complete fabrication of engineering model 9/99
Complete technology validation of 5 - 10 K cooler 12/99
Note: the first engineering model cooler to be fabricated is a single stage
unit. The current proposal for HTXS is a two-stage unit. If a demo unit of
the proposed cooler is required by the year 2000, an additional unit can be
fabricated and tested concurrently with the single stage unit.
Complete system trade-off study for HTXS 3/98
hybrid cooling system #2
Technology demonstration of 3 - 5 K cooler 12/99
Design 3 - 5 K engineering model cooler 6/00
Complete component development 12/00
Complete fabrication of 3 - 5 K engineering model 9/01
Complete technology validation of 3 - 5 K cooler 12/01
Sorption Cooler:
Prove compressor life 97
Prove low cooling power scaling 97
Fly 25K cooler on UCSB LDB 12/97
Develop flight-like 20K cooler 98
Characterize quantify 20K cooler 99
Complete 6-8K cooler detail design 99
20K cooler for TESPJ_ for ground science validation O0
Develop 6-8K cooler 00
Characterize quantify 6-8K cooler Ol
ADK Heat Switch:
Perform trade-off analysis on heat switch #i
Complete design of diode heat switch
9/97
3/98
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Fabricate and thermal test tech demo of heat switch 12/98
Fab and test eng. model diode heat switch 12/99
Perform trade-off analysis on heat switch 6/00
for hybrid cooling system #2
Complete design of heat switch #2 12/00
Fabricate and thermal test tech demo of heat switch 12/01
Fab and test eng. model heat switch 12/02
ADR with 3 to 5 K heat sink:
Perform trade-off analysis on ADK for hybrid
cooling system #2
Complete design ADR for system #2
Fabricate and test tech demo model ADK
Fab and test engineering model ADK
12/98
6/99
12/00
12/01
High temperature current lead:
Follow industry development of high Tc wire
Procure and functional test wire samples
Fabricate current leads to HTXS specs
Qualification test current leads
Continuous
Continuous
12/98
12/99
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7 Hard X-ray telescope (HXT)
In this section, we present the overall requirements and specifications for the HTXS HXT,
and the status and required technology development for the HXT optics and focal plane. In
order to set a context for the technology requirements, we first review the general approaches
to achieving the desired performance, and illustrate these with specific designs utilizing
technological parameters which appear feasible within the timeframe set in our technology
development plan. In the context of these example designs, we discuss the scaling of the
telescope performance with the critical design parameters, and also how the designs may
be extrapolated to achieve enhanced sensitivity at high energies. In the final portion, we
review the current state of optics, multilayer and detector technologies applicable to the
HXT, define the required technology development, and present a schedule and budget for
this effort.
7.1 Requirements for the HXT
The performance requirements for the HTXS HXT are summarized in Table 1. The baseline
requirements, listed at the top of Table 1, are derived from the primary science objectives
of the HTXS mission. In addition, several performance enhancements over this baseline are
desirable, and would expand the range of possible scientific investigations. These are also
listed, in priority order, in the bottom section of the table.
Baseline HXT Requirements
Effective Area
Signal to Background Ratio
Field of View
HPD
aE/E
> 1500 cm 2, 6 - 40 keV
> 1 for Tobs _ 2 x 104 s
_>8'(E<25keV)
_>4 × HPD (E>25keV)
< 1t
< 10% at 40 keV
Desirable Performance Enhancements
Signal to Noise > 1 for Tob_ _ 105 s
Effective Area > 800 cm 2 40 - 80 keV
HPD _< 30"
Field of View > l0 t (E < 40 keV)
AE/E < 5% at 40 keV
Table 1: Performance requirements for the HXT. Also shown are desirable enhancements,
in order of priority, which set additional technical goals for the instrument.
The mechanical envelope available to the HXT on each of the six satellites limits the total
weight (per satellite) to _< 130 kg, the geometric aperture for the mirrors to <_ 0.5 m 2, and
the focal length to be between 8 and 12 meters.
Several options are being considered for the HXT optics and detectors. Those combinations
which demonstrate they can achieve the above requirements will be considered for final
implementation. The design with the best performance, weighted with the above priorities,
which does not exceed the weight, size or cost envelope will be chosen for implementation.
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7.2 Background: Technical Approach to Hard X-ray Focusing
The sensitivity and signal-to-background requirements for the HXT require focusing, or
concentrating of the signal (ie. ratios of collecting area, Acolz, to effective detector area, Ade t
significantly greater than unity). Due to limitations on the achievable detector background,
collimated or coded-aperture systems cannot approach the necessary sensitivity within the
available envelope.
The familiar technical challenge to extending traditional grazing incidence optics into the
hard X-ray band (E > 10 keV) is the decrease with energy in graze angle for which significant
reflectivity can be achieved. For a Wolter or conical approximation mirror geometry, the
graze angle, % on a given mirror shell is related to the focal ratio by -), = 1/4 x (r/f),
where r is the shell radius and f is the focal length. If one maintains this geometry, two
approaches to extending mirror reflectivity to high energy are possible:
,
.
utilize small focal ratios (r/f). By using multiple telescope modules of small radius in
a highly-nested geometry, low graze-angle telescopes can be designed, using standard
metal reflective coatings, which extend the effective area to the requisite energy, or
even higher.
increase, for a given r/f, the graze angle for which significant reflectivity can be
achieved. Coating the reflective surfaces with multilayer structures, which operate on
the principal of Bragg reflection, can substantially increase the maximum graze angle
for which significant reflectivity is achieved over a relatively broad energy range.
For practical designs based on either approach the focal ratios are smaller than for conven-
tional grazing incidence telescopes operating in the soft X-ray band. In the first case, special
coatings on the optics are not required, and for a fixed focal length, multiple telescopes of
small diameter are used. For the second case, multilayer reflective coatings consisting of
many ( 20 - 600) layers are deposited on the optics, and mirror shells with larger graze
angles can be employed, increasing the outer mirror radius, field of view (FOV), and de-
creasing the required number of modules. For the multilayer telescopes, as graze angles
increase above the critical angle and the multilayer coatings become effective, the reflectiv-
ity of the mirror surfaces drops, and for a fixed collecting area more mirror surface area is
required compared to low graze angle telescope designs.
Other concentrating techniques and mirror geometries such as polycapillary optics, Mi-
crochannel Plate (MCP) optics and Kirkpatrick-Baez telescopes can also be extended into
the hard X-ray band, however given the current state of technology and the desire for good
imaging performance (small HPD and large concentration factor) we currently consider sys-
tems based on Wolter-I or conical optics to be the most attractive. It should be noted that
a significant effort to develop MCP optics is being pursued by the European Space Agency
(ESA), and as technology develops, this option may become competetive in the future.
7.3 Example Telescope Designs
In the following sections, we discuss specific designs for the HXT which utilize technological
parameters which appear feasible in the near future. We present calculations for a telescope
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designedwith a high-energycutoffbetween40and50keV,andshowhowthe designscales
with telescopefocal length. We alsoshowhowthis designcanbeextrapolatedto achieve
collectingareaextendingto higherenergy.Finally,wepresentan exampleof a low-graze
angledesignwhichdoesnot employmultilayercoatings.
7.3.1 Graded Multilayer Telescope Design
Graded multilayers operate on the principle of Bragg reflection. Traditional multilayers are
produced by manufacturing alternating layers of high and low index of refraction materials
of a given thickness on the surface of an optic, and are effective over a narrow energy band.
By slowly varying, or grading the d-spacing (thickness of the layer pairs) throughout the
multilayer, enhanced reflectivity can be achieved for a range of X-ray energies at incidence
angles significantly above the critical angle. Figure 1 shows a comparison of X-ray reflec-
tivity as a function of incidence angle at 45 keV for a W/Si multilayer coating compared
to a conventional metal coating, illustrating the larger graze angles which can be employed
for multilayer hard X-ray telescopes.
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Figure 1: Comparison of X-ray reflectivity as a function of incidence angle at 45 keV for
a W/Si multilayer coating, compared to a conventional metal coating. This illustrates the
larger graze angles which can be employed for multilayer hard X-ray telescopes.
The requirements for the multilayer materials are that the K absorption edges not lie in the
energy range of interest (10 - 50 keV), and that the two materials employed be chemically
compatible for forming stable thin films. This is satisfied by several material combinations
that have been used to fabricate X-ray multilayers with the appropriate dimensions. The
most promising combinations for the HXT include W/Si (W K-edge at 69.5 keV), Ni/C
(both edges below 10 keV), and Pt/C (Pt K-edge at 78.4 keV). Practical limits on the
multilayer parameters are d-spacings between 25 /_ and 100/_, number of layer pairs less
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than 500,and total coatingthicknessesbelow_2 #m. Technicalcomplexityand coating
time increaseasa relativelysteepfunctionof total coatingthicknessandnumberof layers.
Achievableinterracialsurfaceroughnessesrangefrom 4.5/_ - 5.5/_.
Thefirst designwediscusshasahigh-energycutoffbetween45and50keV,andsatisfiesthe
basicHTXS performancerequirements.For this exampledesign,weuseW/Si multilayers,
sincethey havebeenfabricatedwith low interracialroughnessof 4.5A,and the materials
are relatively inexpensive.Table 2 givesthe designparametersas a function of mirror
shell radius for a telescopeof focal length8.5 m. The multilayer layer pair thicknesses
followan exponentialspacingfor theform givenin Joensen,1995(PhD thesis,University
of Copenhagen).The minimumd-spacingis dependenton shell radius (or grazeangle),
and is indicatedin the table. The maximumd-spacingis 200/_.As the grazeangleon the
shellsincreases(ie. astheshellradiusincreases),asmallerminimumd-spacingisrequiredto
achievethesameupper-energycutoff.Thenumberof layerpairsandtotal coatingthickness
alsoincreasewith shellradius,becauseasthegrazeangleincreases,themultilayersmustbe
effectiveovera largerenergyrange.Forthesmallestmirror shells,whichhavegrazeangles
belowthecritical angleat 45keV,weuseIridium metalcoatings.
shellradius
(cm)
3.0 - 5.5
5.5 - 6.9
6.9 - 8.3
8.3 - 9.7
9.7- 11.1
11.1 - 12.5
12.5 - 14.0
graze angle
(')
3.1 - 5.6
5.6 - 7.0
7.0 - 8.4
8.4 - 9.8
9.8- 11.2
11.2- 12.6
12.6- 14.2
material
Ir
w/si
W/Si
W/Si
W/Si
W/Si
W/Si
drain(A)
58
48
40
34
30
27
# of layer
pairs
15
25
40
60
120
140
thickness
(/_m)
.123
.170
.225
.287
.50
.526
# of shells
37
18
16
14
12
11
11
Table 2: Design parameters for a multilayer telescope designed to have a upper energy
cutoff between 45 and 50 keV.
The inner mirror shell radius is determined both by technical limits on the minimum shell
radius that can be manufactured, and by the diminishing area per shell obtained as the
radius gets small. The outer mirror shell radius is determined by the multilayer reflectivity.
After some point, as the number of layers increases, the reflectivity decreases, and little
additional area is gained. At some radius achieving high-energy reflectivity requires d-
spacings smaller than the technical limit set by manufacturing considerations.
Using reasonable extrapolations of current technologies, this design can be implemented
within the HTXS mission envelope. To achieve the desired effective area we require three
mirror modules on each satellite. Figure 2 shows the total effective area for the six satellites,
assuming an interfacial roughness for the multilayers of 4.5/_. Although several technologies
are being considered for the mirror shells and detectors, we illustrate the viability of the
multilayer approach by considering a specific implementation which employs foil mirrors
and room-temperature solid state CdZnTe detectors. Table 3 shows the basic instrument
parameters, illustrating that this implementation does not exceed the allowed mechanical
envelope. The mirror parameters (achievable foil thicknesses and dimensions) are scaled
from the SODART foil telescopes, and are therefore technically reasonable.
To calculate the instrument sensitivity and signal to background ratio we must assume a
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Figure 2: Effective area as a function of area for the telescope designed with a high-energy
cutoff between 45 - 50 keV. The interracial roughness on them multilayers is 4.5_.
number of modules/satel5te
Mirror shells
Detector
Shielding
Mirror mass
Focal plane mass
Geometric aperture
3
A1 foil 0.3 mm - 0.5 mm thick
CdZnTe
2 cm BGO
98 kg
28 kg
0.32 m 2
Table 3: Example instrument parameters.
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Figure 3: Continuum sensitivity for 2 x 104 and 105 second observations for energy band-
width of 20%.
HPD for the telescope and internal background level for the detectors. Based on extrapo-
lations of current mirror technologies, a HPD of 1' for the mirrors is a reasonable goal. To
be signal limited for observation times of 2 x 104 s requires an internal detector background
level of < 10 -4 cts cm -2 s keV -1. To achieve this background rate requires careful focal
plane design and active shielding at the level indicated in Table 3. Figure 3 shows the
three sigma continuum sensitivity for an energy bandwidth of 20% (zkE/E = 0.2). For
comparison, the continuum sensitivity levels indicated in Figure 3 represent a factor _100
improvement over the HEXTE experiment on XTE.
Scaling of Design Parameters with Focal Length
Since the telescope focal length, f, is an important parameter which also affects the design
of the soft X-ray telescope, it is interesting to consider how the HXT telescope performance
and envelope scale with focal length. If all mirror parameters (ie. outer radius, inner radius,
length, etc.) are scaled proportionally with f, the same effective area and concentration
factor are achieved, independent of focal length by scaling the number of telescope modules
like Nmod O( 1/f 2. This is because the effective area per module scales as the square of the
outer mirror radius. The spotsize on the detector increases as f2, so although longer focal
length implies fewer modules, it does not translate into better concentration factor. Since
the dimensions of an individual mirror and detector also increase approximately as f2, the
total instrument mass is also roughly independent of f.
As the focal length decreases, however, technical limitations prohibit direct scaling of the
mirror shell parameters with f (for example there is a minimum inner shell radius and shell
thickness that can reasonably be achieved). Due to these obscuration factors, which are
roughly constant with f, for focal lengths below 5 - 6 m the aperture is less effectively
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f8.5
10.5
14.5
# modules Aeff (40 keV) shells/module outer diameter mirror mass focal plane mass
(am 2) (cm) (kg) (kg)
3 1532 119 28 98 28
2 1504 141 35 101 25
1 1513 198 48 103 21
Table 4: Scaling of instrument parameters with focal length.
utilized, and the collecting area per unit mass is a sharply decreasing function of f. Table 4
shows how the basic telescope design described above scales with increased focal length. It
can be seen that the total telescope mass, effective area, and concentration factor remain
roughly constant as f increases, while the number of modules decreases. As the focal length
increases, and the number of mirror modules decreases, the focal plane is somewhat easier to
instrument, however it will likely be more difficult to maintain figure for the larger-diameter
mirror shells.
Extending Multilayer Designs to Higher Energy
We briefly consider how the effective area can be extended to energies higher than 50 keV.
By decreasing the minimum multilayer d-spacing for fixed graze angle, the mirror reflectivity
can be extended to higher energy. This requires, however, a significantly increased number
of layer pairs and total multilayer coating thickness. Obtaining significant collecting area
at high energy usually also involves decreasing the average graze angle for a module by
decreasing the outer mirror diameter (for fixed focal length), thus increasing the number of
detector modules and decreasing the concentration factor at lower energy. Depending on
the desired upper energy cutoff and specific design, some performance at lower energies is
usually sacrificed.
Cutoff at 78.4 keV
multilayer material
maximum # layer pairs (outer shell)
maximum coating thickness (outer shell)
# modules
outer mirror radius
mirror + focal plane mass
geometric aperture
collecting area/effective detector area (40 keV)
Cutoff at 100 keV
multilayer material
maximum # layer pairs (outer shell)
maximum coating thickness (outer shell)
# modules
outer mirror radius
mirror + focal plane mass
geometric aperture
collecting area/effective detector area (40 keV)
Pt/C
2OO
0.7 #m
4
11.5 cm
116 kg
0.35 m 2
945
Ni/C
6OO
1.4 ttm
6
9.5 cm
126 kg
0.35 m 2
630
Table 5: Parameters for multilayer telescopes designed to cut off at 78.4 and 100 keV.
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Figure 4: Effective areas for telescope designs with high energy cutoffs at 50, 78.4 and 100
keV.
inner shell radius (cm) 2.5
outer shell radius (cm) 5.8
shelllength(cm) I 46_ Ills/module
modules/satellite
shell substrates
mirror mass
effective area (20 keV)
effective area (40 keV)
FOV (arcmin) (20 keV)
ribbed electroform Ni
98 kg
1565
1501
51
Table 6: Parameters for a low-graze angle telescope employing traditional metal coatings.
Table 5 shows the basic parameters for telescope designs extended to 78.4 (Pt K-edge) and
100 keV. Figure 4 compares the effective areas for the 50 keV cutoff described above and
these two designs.
7.3.2 Low Graze Angle Telescope
It is possible to avoid the use of multilayers altogether by decreasing the average graze angle
on the mirrors. This can be accomplished by reducing the outer mirror diameter, achieving
the same collecting area by increasing the number of mirror modules. Table 6 shows the
basic telescope parameters for a low graze angle telescope designed to cutoff at 50 keV.
With eight modules per satellite, equivalent collecting area can be achieved at 40 - 50 keV
to the multilayer designs described above. Due to the small radii and long shells required
for this design, replicated shells are a more promising technical approach than foil mirrors,
which are more difficult to fabricate with small radius. The mirror weights have therefore
been calculated using thin ribbed electroform Nickel shells.
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For the samemirror HPD, the low grazeangletelescopehasa smallerratio of collecting
areato effectivedetectorarea (Acou/Adet= 473 for a HPD of 1_ ) than the multilayer
telescope with equivalent high-energy cutoff described above. Due to the smaller average
radii, however, it is likely that an HPD significantly less than 1_ can be achieved for such a
design, and thus a concentration factor similar to, or better than that specified above for the
multilayer telescope could be realized. In addition, it should be noted that if light replicated
substrates of the type being developed for the SXT become available, a significant weight
advantage could also be achieved for this design over the multilayer telescopes.
7.4 Technology Status and Development Requirements
In this section, we describe the technology status and development requirements for the
HXT. We will concentrate our efforts on a primary approach, which has the highest prob-
ability of achieving the baseline mission requirements. In addition, we identify enhancing
technologies which, if developed, would allow us to significantly reduce the mass envelope
and/or improve the performance of the mission over the baseline requirements.
7.4.1 Hard X-ray Optics
Primary Approach
The requirements listed in Section 7.1 above determine the minimum mirror effective area
and HPD for the HXT mirrors. These must be achieved for a total mirror mass < 100 kg
and a geometric aperture <0.5 m 2.
The primary technology for the HXT substrates is to fabricate segmented shells in a conical
approximation to a Wolter-I geometry. This approach is directly derived from the foil
mirrors developed for ASCA and Astro-E. A HPD of 3_ was achieved for the ASCA mirrors,
and approximately 1_ is projected for the Astro-E mirrors. For the HXT, the shells could
be fabricated from Epoxy-Replicated-Foils (ERF), as is being done for Astro-E, or from
thermally-formed glass substrates. Both of these substrates are capable of meeting the mass
requirement of 100 kg for the HXT optics. The ERFs have the advantage of flight heritage
from Astro-E, and the glass substrates have the advantage of lower surface roughness (4._
rms as opposed to 5/_ for ERF) and ease of coating. The reflectivity of the multilayer
depends strongly on the surface roughness between the layers, and achieving low values is
dependent on the smoothness of the initial substrate. In either the case of foils or glass, the
approach draws strongly from a flight-proven technology.
In order to insure that <Y is achieved for the HXT mirrors, development is required to
determine the level at which any stress in the multilayer film affects the optic. Preliminary
characterizations of the thin-film stress combined with analytic work indicate that distor-
tions will be at an acceptable level. Improvements and modifications in foil mounting and
alignment may be required, and analytic work to determine the total error budget for the
HXT optics is necessary. It is important to note that the HXT signal to background ratio
is strongly dependent (like the square) on the mirror HPD. Any improvements in the HPD
will therefore greatly reduce the requirements on the detector background. This can be
translated into reduced shielding mass and improved scientific performance. The improve-
ments in resolution being pursued for the SXT segmented mirrors are therefore important
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for the HXT aswell.
Thebestapproachto fabricatingthemultilayercoatingsfor theHXT isby magnetronsput-
tering. Onemajoradvantageofasegmentedoptic is that it canbecoatedusingconventional
planarmagnetronsputteringsystems.This techniquehasbeenusedto coat both curved
glassandERF substrateswith adequateuniformityandquality. In thecaseof glassshells,
W/Si gradedmultilayersof a designvery similar to thosewhichwouldbe usedwith the
HXT weredeposited.Forthe ERF, a singled-spacingmultilayerwasdeposited,andgood
uniformity acrossthe segmentdemonstrated.However,only a smallnumberof shellshave
beencoated,andfurtherwork isnecessaryto demonstrateconsistentreflectivity,especially
in coatingchamberswhichhaveconfigurationscapableof mass-production.Themultilayer
reflectivityis astrongfunctionof the interracialroughness,andimprovementsin deposition
technologiesandshortlength-scalesubstratesmoothnesswill resultin significantlyreduced
substratearearequirements,reducingboth weightand cost,andthereforeenhancingper-
formance.Efforts to minimizeboth substrateand multilayerinterracialroughness hould
begivenhigh priority. Finally,the HXT requirescoatingof a largenumber(up to 20,000
segments)of optics,anddepositionfacilitiescapableof reliablycoatingand characterizing
this quantity mustbedesigned.
In summary,the mostcritical developmenti emsfor the HXT primary opticsare:
• verificationof HPDthroughdemonstrationof prototypeopticsand mounting.
• minimizationof surfaceroughnessof substrates.
• characterizationandminimizationof stressesin gradedmultilayerfilms.
• developmentof processesfor uniformcoatingontocurved,opensubstratescapableof
beingimplementedin a massproductionsystem.
• optimizationof coatingprocessto achieveminimuminterracialroughnessfor candi-
datemultilayermaterialsin systemscapableof massproduction(i.e., capableof high
depositionrates).
• designanddemonstrationof massproductioncoatingfacilities.
Optics Technology Enhancements
Significant performance enhancement for the HXT would be achieved by reducing the mir-
ror HPD. Optics replicated as complete shells have demonstrated significantly improved
resolution over segmented optics. The JET-X replica optics have achieved 20 _ HPD com-
pared to 3 t for the ASCA and SODART (on Spectrum X-Gamma) foil telescopes or the
1_ projected for Astro-E. This corresponds to more than an order of magnitude (a factor
100 for ASCA and SODART) less pixel area, and correspondingly lower background at
the focal plane. The primary disadvantage of closed shells is the high mass of the Ni from
which the substrates are made. Given the less-stringent resolution requirement of the HXT,
segmented optics have therefore been chosen as the highest-priority for development. Light-
weight closed-shell optics are, however, being developed for the HTXS SXT. Should these be
demonstrated, the application of replicated closed shells for the HXT will be re-evaluated.
One advantage of replicated closed shells for multilayer telescopes is that they are intrin-
sically less subject to distortions from multilayer stress due to their closed geometry. The
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axial loadsdueto themultilayersareeven,andshouldnot resultin figuredistortion. Repli-
catedshellsarethereforemorelikely to achieveangularresolutionsignificantlybetter than
the baselinerequirement. In additionto the potential angularresolutionadvantage,the
handlingand final assemblyof closedshellreplicatedopticsis simplerthan for segmented
optics,whichtypically haveeight segmentsper mirror shellwhichmustbe mountedand
aligned. Although complexmultilayershavebeendepositedon Nickelreplicasubstrates,
thereflectivity wascompromisedueto increasedmicroroughnessof the replicas.Ongoing
effortsto reducethe substrateroughnessare important. Closedshellsare moredifficult
to coat,asthe geometryof standardsputteringsystemsdoesnot easilyaccomodate coat-
ing on interior surfaces. Closed shells of significantly larger diameter than those required
for the HXT have been coated using standard deposition techniques for the AXAF optics,
and although scaling considerations indicate that it is possible, it must be demonstrated
that multilayers can be deposited using similar technology on smaller diameter shells. The
constant target-substrate distance necessary for good quality coatings is more difficult to
achieve with a closed cylindrical geometry. However, a difference in diameter of 15 inches
was achieved for AXAF, and the proposed geometry for the HXT would involve similar
differences in shell geometry. The weight of the replicated optics is still the biggest disad-
vantage, and the principal reason for choosing segmented optics.
Another option which could offer significant advantages for the HXT is a low graze-angle
telescope design which does not employ multilayers. Given the small radius (2 - 6 cm) and
length (25 cm) of the optics employed in these designs, the shells must be fabricated as
closed units by replication. The advantage of this approach is that the reflectivity of the
surfaces below the graze angle is large, and therefore less substrate area is required in order
to achieve the same effective area. Given the mass of current replica optics, the potential
advantage is not achieved. If, however, light-weight replica optics are produced for the SXT
that can be extrapolated to small radius optics, the use of a low graze angle telescope could
offer significant advantages in mass and also angular resolution.
Finally, ESA is making significant investment in development of MCP optics. Although
these have the inherent disadvantage of requiring more mirrors (and hence lower concentra-
tion factors), thus also requiring a large area detector or a large array of small detectors,
if a breakthrough in performance is achieved, these could offer some mass savings. Given
ESA's technology investment, and the possibility of a technical breakthrough which would
make this option attractive, we will continue to monitor progress on this effort, and consider
it as a possible technology.
7.4.2 HXT Detectors
Primary Detector Option
For the 8.5 m HTXS focal length, the required detector spatial resolution is _500#m, and
the minimum detector size to cover an 8_ FOV is 1 cm. The background required in order
to achieve the baseline signal to noise is 1.0× 10 -4 cts cm-2s-lkev -1 for a 11telescope HPD.
For energy resolution, the primary science goal of studying continuum emission in point-like
sources dictates a rather modest resolution of 10% FWHM at 40 keV.
The primary detector option is a CdZnTe solid state pixel detector coupled to a custom
VLSI readout. CdZnTe can achieve the required spatial and energy resolution in a compact,
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light-weightpackagewhichminimizesthemassin theactiveshield.Becauseof its wideband
gap,CdZnTedoesnot requirecryogenicsystems,and canachievegoodnoiseperformance
overa rangeof temperaturesfrom -40° C to 25° C. Individualpixel arraysdevelopedfor
medicalimaginghavebeendemonstrated,andachievethe HXT requirements.
CdZnTeis a relatively-recentlydeveloped,and significanteffortmustbeput into designof
readoutscapableof achievinglessthan100electronsrmsnoiselevels,robustspace-qualified
techniquesfor packagingandbondingof the detectorandreadout,anddeviceoptimization
and characterization. This should includedetailedstudiesof materialsproperties,and
determinationof thefactorslimiting thedeviceperformance.
Another technologywhich hasbeendemonstratedto achievethe HXT requirementsis
Xenonmicrostripdetectors.Thesehavebeendemonstratedandpackagedfor balloonflight
applications. Becausethe geometryis lesscompact,and the quantumefficiencyat high
energieslowerthan the CdZnTe,thesedetectorsaresomewhatlessattractive. However,
they havedemonstratedthe requirednoiseperformanceand low-energythreshold. We
thereforeconsiderthemcompetitive.Sincethedevelopmentof microstripdetectorsis more
advanced,weplaceahigherpriority onaddressingthe technicalissuesassociatedwith the
CdZnTe.
For anydetectortechnology,backgroundis a critical issue.The low signalto background
ratio is one of the most critical scientificgoalsof the HXT. The level of 1.0×10-4 cts
cm-2s-lkev -1 is 1/3 of the HEAO A-4 LED background level. While calculations indicate
that this is feasible with careful shielding design, it is essential to verify the model calcula-
tious with data from balloons and satellites. In addition, advanced shielding options should
be considered to further reduce levels.
Enhancing Technologies
Solid state pixel and strip detectors fabricated from Germanium could potentially provide
improved energy resolution over the primary detector options. These detectors are ex-
tremely attractive, and could be especially interesting if the energy band of the telescope
extends to higher energies, where the nuclear lines from 44Ti (68, 78 keV) in supernova
remnants lie. They do, however, require significant technology development in order to be
viable. In addition, Ge detectors require stable operating temperatures around 85 K, plac-
ing restrictions on the spacecraft design, and possibly requiring a cryogenic system. Since
the primary science goals of HTXS do not extend the energy response into this band, we
do not invest in Ge detectors for a primary option. We will, however, continue to moni-
tor the progress of this development, and re-evaluate it should significant progress occur
independently.
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7.4.3 Milestones for the HXT Development
HXT Optics
Milestone Date
MULTILAYER MIRRORS:
Coating and figure characterization - single quadrant/foil 1997
Multilayer stress and reflectivity characterization 1997
Coating/characterization single closed shell 1998
Desigu/material choice optimization 1998
Mounting and characterization subset of shells 1998
Prototype demonstration 1999
Final telescope desiga and substrate choice 2000
HXT Detectors
Milestone Date
CdZnTe DETECTORS:
Pixel detector with 0.5 mm demonstrated with readout
GAS MICROSTRIP DETECTORS:
Flight-quality Xe gas microstrip detector with 0.5 mm spatial
resolution at 40 keV
1999
1999
Final detector and shield 1999
ELECTRONICS:
Rad-hard ASIC multiplexer chips developed with
< I00 electron noise per channel
Flight-quality interconmect technology between detectors
and ASICs proven
SHIELDS AND SIMULATIONS:
Complete background model for HTXS orbit
Shield design achieving required background
Balloon flight demonstration of shield/model
Detector system flight design
2000
1999
1998
1998
1999
2000
Prototype of detector system demonstrated 2000
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8 Extendible Optical Bench (EOB)
8.1 Introduction
The Extendible Optical Bench (EOB) is an integrated system that provides all of the
structural, mechanical, electrical and thermal interface accommodations for all of the HTXS
instruments. The EOB consists of:
1. A thermally and structurally stable deployable structure that provides the separation
distance, or focal length of at least 8m between the instruments' optical assemblies
and their respective detector and electronics package assemblies;
2. Instrument mounting systems including precision remote controlled electro-mechanical
alignment devices as required by trade analysis between design, or adjust for control-
ling alignments;
3. Thermal control systems that maintain the optics and detector assemblies at their
designated temperatures;
4. Deployable signal and power cables that interconnect the elements of the mirror plat-
form assembly with the detector platform assembly; and
5. A deployable scattered light shield that prevents stray light from entering the SXT
light path.
8.2 Current Status
No known deployable structures exist that are capable of supporting more than 400 kg at
8 meters and meet the long term precision pointing stability requirements of the HTXS
mission. While several deployable structural systems have been developed and successfully
flown in the past, their ability to support heavy masses and meet the -_ 5 arc second position
stability requirement over long periods of time has not been ascertained.
In conjunction with the successful development of a deployable structure, a precision remote
controlled adjustment system may be necessary to correct for possible misalignments caused
by deployment, thermal instability and aging. While no known systems currently exist,
sensors and actuators essential to providing the necessary precision control are presently
within the state of the art.
Thermal design of the EOB can proceed using standard engineering practices. Techniques
for the design of mechanical systems to deploy interconnecting cables, and the light shield
are also within the state of the art.
8.3 Success Criteria
Success criteria for the development of the deployable structure are as follows:
1. Demonstrate that an engineering model of the proposed structure can be deployed in
a 1 "g" field (using g negation techniques) and meet all precision positioning require-
ments in an on orbit simulated thermal environment;
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2. Demonstratethat an engineeringmodelof the most sensitivealignmentsystemcan
meet the pointing and stability requirementsin anon orbit simulatedthermalenvi-
ronment;and
3. Showthat an engineeringmodelof the proposedcableand light shieldmechanisms
canboth meetthe requirementsin a roomtemperaturetest.
8.4 Technology Requirements
The deployable structure must be capable of
1. Positioning the SXT and HXT optics at their specified focal length and
2. Position these units to within the dynamic range (approximately 2 degrees), of the
adjustment and alignment mechanisms. The stability of the structural assembly must
be within 5 arc seconds for time periods of up to 100 hours The EOB launch config-
uration must fit within the launch vehicle fairing, be compatible with the spacecraft
configuration and weigh no more than 100 kg.
The bench design or the alignment system must be capable of
1. Preventing or accommodating an initial (post launch) offset of 2 degrees,
2. Position the instruments' optical systems and their respective detector assemblies to
within 5 arc seconds of the calibration X-ray target source, and
3. Maintain this alignment for 100 hours.
8.5 Metrics
Successful testing of an engineering model of the EOB deployable structure is the primary
milestone for the development of the EOB system.
8.6 Mission Criticality
The EOB deployable structure is critical to the HTXS mission.
successfully developed, the mission objectives cannot be met.
Unless this system is
8.7 Deployable Structures
The following options will be studied.
8.7.1 Telescoping Tubes
Preliminary design studies reveal that a 3 stage telescoping graphite epoxy tube system is
a feasible approach. Graphite epoxy is the material of choice because its' low coefficient
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of thermalexpansionbestmeetsthermalstability requirements.Manufacturingprocesses,
tooling andquality assuranceinspectiontechniqueswill bedeveloped.
Varioustelescopingtube deploymentactuator conceptswill be investigated.Oneconcept
will bean inflatablebagthat will befoldedunpressurizedinsidethefirst stagetubeduring
launch.Onceon orbit, the bagwill bepressurizedwith dry nitrogento approximately10
psi causingthe tubesto deploysequentially.Oncefully deployedthe inflatablebagwill be
depressurized.Anotherconceptis a motordrivencableandpulleysystem.This approach
hasbeendevelopedby industry for other spaceprogramsand will be evaluatedfor this
application.A third conceptthat will beevaluatedis a motordrivendevicewhichdeploys
graphiteepoxystemsintoa Stewartplatformconfiguration.
The structural/mechanicalconnectionbetweeneachstageof the 3 telescopingtubes is
particularly critical for ensuringthe structuralstability andalignmentof the EOB. Passive
latchingsystemsaswellasactiveelectro-mechanicalconceptswill bedeveloped.
8.8 Deployable Booms
Industry hasdevelopedseveralversionsof deployableboomsthat canbecompactlystored
prior to launchandeitherpassivelyor activelydeployedonorbit. Thesesystemshavebeen
successfullyflownon manyspacecraftprogramsandwill beevaluatedfor this application.
8.9 Other Concepts
Unmanned deployment of large light-weight rigid structures that can be compactly stored
before launch, automatically deployed on orbit, support heavy masses and be structurally
and thermally stable to arc second precision tolerances over long periods of time is a new
and challenging technology. The HTXS and the Next Generation Space Telescope are two
missions that could benefit from such a development program. In parallel with this study, it
is recommended that industry be encouraged to propose alternative approaches or concepts.
8.10 Precision Remote Control Alignment Systems
Five arc second magnitude alignment requirements between each of the instrument opti-
cal assemblies and their respective detector assemblies may necessitate the incorporation
of precision remote controlled electro-mechanical alignment devices. These systems also
may be necessary to ensure that possible misalignment caused by the deployment, thermal
instability and aging can be corrected.
Various approaches to achieving the required alignment will include precision remote con-
trolled 2-axis gimbal and x-y lateral translational systems. Actuators and position control
systems using lasers or LEDs that provide alignment signals will be designed.
8.11 Thermal Control
Thermal stability, operating temperature and temperature gradient requirements are sig-
nificant constraints that will drive the design of all elements of the EOB. For example, the
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cryo-coolerouter shell temperaturecannotexceed120K,the SXT mirrors must bemain-
tainedat 15deg. C and its' radial temperature gradient must not exceed 0.5 deg. C. Also
the EOB that provides the ,_ 8 meter focal length and the alignment systems that support
the instrument components must be thermally stable to preclude 5 arc second magnitude
motions throughout the 100 hours observation period.
As a part of the EOB system design various temperature control techniques and approaches
will be investigated. These will include both passive (paints, coatings and thermal blankets)
and active (heaters and thermostats) systems.
8.12 Deployable signal and power cables
Mechanisms that enable the interconnecting signal and power cables to deploy with the
extendible structure will be designed.
8.13 Deployable Scattered Light Shield
The SXT and the CCD detectors are sensitive to scattered fight. One method that could
minimize scattered light is to completely enshroud the light path between the SXT optics
and the detectors with a flexible cloth like shield that deploys along with the extendible
structure. Material selection, pre-launch packaging and deployment mechanism designs
will be studied. The HXT is not as sensitive to scattered fight and therefore requires no
shielding.
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8.14 Milestones for the EOB Development
Milestones for E0B Development
Milestones Date
Instrument interface requirements defined 6/1/97
Confirm launch vehicle, orbit, ground station assumptions 6/1/97
EOB-Spacecraft interfaces defined
Deployable structures concepts evaluated,
2 concepts selected for detail design and analysis
E0B systems design completed
Complete evaluation of 2 deployable concepts,
i selected for hardware development
Spacecraft design completed
Precision alignment engineering models completed
Complete cable and light shield engineering models
Deployable structure engineering model completed
All engineering models tested
611197
311198
9/1/98
111199
311199
611199
611199
311100
9111oo
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9 Mission Study
The goal of the HTXS mission study is to complete a preliminary design for an HTXS
mission (instrumentation, spacecraft, and operations) that achieves the stated scientific
objectives at a minimum of cost and technical risk.
9.1 Study Areas
9.1.1 Science Working Group and Science Study Team
The mission study involves updating and extending the science requirements, for the entire
payload. These science requirements will be converted into detailed engineering require-
ments for the science instruments and spacecraft. The mechanism for refining these re-
quirements will continue to be a series of quarterly meetings of the Science Working Group
(SWG) members. The HTXS Science Study Team (SST) consists of about 60 scientists
at 15 institutions; the HTXS SWG is a subset of the SST consisting of approximately 20
members, from the same institutions. SWG meetings to date have rotated among several
of these institutions, and are open to all members of the HTXS Science Study Team as well
as members of the astronomical community at large.
The HTXS SWG and SST members review the on-going design efforts of the various engi-
neering groups, and ensure that these efforts continue to meet the science requirements of
the mission. These team members are responsible for integrating the scientific instrumen-
tation into a unified mission approach.
SWG and SST members are also responsible for providing science simulations, both in
support of trade studies called out in other sections of this report, and as an aid for deter-
mining and refining specific mission parameters. These science simulations are driven by
the HTXS team, and incorporate the ideas and priorities of the larger science community as
communicated to the HTXS study team via open meetings, www-homepages, and scientific
workshops.
9.1.2 Reports
The Mission Study activity also encompasses the generation of reports and presentations
to NASA, various advisory committees, and the overall community. These reports are
generated on an as-needed basis throughout the study period. In addition to hardcopy
versions, these reports will be made available on the World Wide Web via the HTXS
homepage.
9.1.3 Technical Interchange Meetings and Contractors Visits
The Mission Study will also support Technical Interchange Meetings (TIMs) between the
various members of the study, as well as visits to appropriate contractors and potential
contractors.
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9.2 Pre Phase-A mission studies
Pre Phase-Astudieswill be conductedto establisha missionconceptualdesignthat will
meet the requirementsof the HTXS scientificinvestigation. The orbit, launchvehicle,
spacecraft,instrumentinterfaceaccommodations,groundstationsand operationswill be
studied. The goal of the study is to providesufficientdetail to evaluatethe technical
feasibilityand costof implementingtheHTXS mission.
Preliminary studieshaveidentifiedsignificanttechnicalchallengesthat will requiredetail
design,analysisandtradeoff studies.Theseincludesystemsthat will meetthe instrument
pointingaccuracyandlongtermstability requirements;extendiblestructuresto providethe
8.5to 12meterinstrumentfocallengths;thermalcontrolsystemsthat will ensuredistortion
freeoptics,thermalstability andoptimizedcryocoolerdesign;RF communicationsystems
that will accommodatethelargevolumeof dataaccumulatedby the multipleobservatories
and be compatiblewith relatively lowcost 11meterantennaclassgroundstations. Since
the scientificvalueof theHTXS missionisenhancedby increasingthe numberof spacecraft
in orbit, the designstudieswill emphasizelowcostapproachesto components,integration
and test, andonorbit operations.
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The Hi h Throu h u.t X-ra 9 e_rosco Mission
s_ng _ _ c,._ of_m,_ _ _ _...
Goldin Presentation II
Web page maintained by Pat Tylertyler@universe.gsfc.nasa.gov
• Laboratory for High Energy Astrophysics (LHEA) at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
• High Energy Astrophysics Division at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
Technical Rep: Eunice Eng, eunice.eng@gsfc.nasa.gov, (301)-286-6043
The High Throughpuf
X-ray Opeefroseopg (HTXO) Mission
Presented to NASA Administrator Dan Goldin
19 June 1997
BY HARVEY TANANBAUM AND NICHOLAS WHITE
ON BEHALF OF THE HTXS SCIENCE WORKING GROUP
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
OSSERVATORIO ASTRONOMICO DI BRERA
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY
SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
UNIVERSITY or COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
Long-TermX-,r_g Observatories Program
Life Cycles of Matter Dynamics of the Universe Imaging of Black Holes
1.5 m'
15 arc sec
F_Jz_>..30O-3,000
High Throughput Spectroscopy
> 10"=arc sec =, 10 4 arc sec
Diffraction Limited Optics
,1}
I IIIII
IHHI
Interferometzy
Trade-offs: Angular Resolution vs Area
Imaging gpeefmsoopg
0.1 arcsec
40,000 cm' 1 arcsec780,000 cm'
0.6 arcsec
1,000 cm'
(100 cm')*
* effective area at the spectrometer
15 arcsec
30,000 cm
(15,000 cm')*
High Throughpu_ X-ray 9peetroeeopy Miseion
o Key scientific goals
• Elemental abundances and enrichment
processes throughout the Universe
• Parameters of supermassive black holes
• Plasma diagnostics from stars to clusters
o Mission parameters
• Effective area: 15,000 cm' at 1 keV
150 times AXAF for high resolub'on
spectroscopy
• Spectral resolving power:. 3,000 at 6.4 keV
5 times Astro-E calorimeter
• Band pass: 0.25 to 40 keV
100 times increased sensitivity at 40 ke V
HTXg Will Determine the Nature
of guper-Massive Black Holes in Galaxies
Cmnparison of Line Profilesfrom HTXS ' II
' • _ " _1o HTXS will determine black hole
----K.._,_..n_) mass and spin using Iron K line
. ,..._*_ 11 • Spin from line profiles
_--- ....... '_¢_,_1 • Mass from tlme-hnked intensity
" ...... " I changes for line and continuum
3 4 5 e 7 8|
Energy (keV) I
o Trace. black hole spin and mass
over cosmic time from epoch of
galaxy formation to present
Simulaticn of region surrounding black hole
The energy output is dominated by X-ray
emission close to the black hole
o Relativistic.ally broadened iron
lines probe inner sanctum near
black holes, testing GR in strong-
gravity limit
HTX9 Teohnologg Requirements
Grazing Incidence
Microcalorimeters X-ray Optics Multilayer Coatings
CdZnTe Arrays
Coolers Deployable Structures
Autonomous
Operations
9peefrosoopg X-rag Telescope
Progress on Replioafed ghells
o Require 10x weight reduction relative to
JET-X and XMM
o Investigate alumina (Ai O,) at OAB - lower
temperature process, simpler, lower cost
than SiC
o Carrier with 600 mm diameter and 3.2 mm
walls produced by plasma spray
o Optical surface replicated successfully -
X-ray test in August
o Lighter weight alumina carrier - same
diameter, 0.5 mm walls, three (3.3 mm)
stiffening ribs
o Replicate this summer, then X-ray test
o Thin Ni shells with ribs fabricated at MSFC
- X-ray test in July
o Compare performance of thin ceramic and
thin metal carders for plastic deformation
during separation from mandrel
HTX9 Calorimefer Advances
First flight test of Microcalorimeter
o Wisconsin/GSFC rocket flight 06/96
o 36 pixel array operating at 60 mK
o Observation of diffuse X-ray background
o Resolution of 14 eV at 277 eV achieved
o Detection of Sulfur IX and Oxygen VII
o Next flight 8/97 with improved array
es,
i t
FWHM 7.1 eV/
Mnk,,1 andl<=z "
First demons_ation of TES Calorimeter at N/ST
o Transition Edge Sensor uses
superconducting transition as thermometer
o First result of 7.1 eV matches best to date
. Capable of higher energy resolution
• Higher counting rates
• Lower cryogenic heat loads
o Not yet optimized!
• expect significant improvement
challenges us to develop
advanced technology to enable
the m/ssion
HTXS traces the evolution of the Universe
from origlns to endpoints
o ussemb_v line production of
lightweigh_ high performance
optics, detectors, coolers, and
spacecraft
o multi-sateUite concept is Iow-
cos_ low-rlsk
o facilitates ongoing science.
driven, technology-enabled
extensions: spatial resolution,
collecting are¢_ energy
bandwidth, and spectral
resolution
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